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Abstract
A parametric study of a prototype Tesla pump was performed for various disk pack
spacings and rotational speeds. The 15 thou spacing was the most effective disk pack
spacing. A 40/60 weight percent mixture of propylene glycol and water was used to show
the effect viscosity has on the Tesla pump performance. The boundary layer thickness was
found to increase for the viscous working fluid and the performance between the various
disk pack spacings were clearer than that for the water testing. A CFD simulation of a Tesla
pump was attempted to determine if the results are similar to the experimentally obtained
results. The boundary layers that form between the disks have been shown to combine and
develop similarly to fully developed flow between plates. The effects of vibration on the
operation of the prototype Tesla pump were also tested, and no effect was found for two
vibrational frequencies.
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Chapter 1 Introduction
Tesla type turbomachinery or disk type turbomachinery was first invented by Nikolas Tesla
in 1913, US Patient #1,061,142. In its early stage of development, it had never been
seriously considered useful in comparison to conventional turbomachinery. It was
therefore regarded as only a conceptual design due to issues in efficiency when compared
to bladed turbomachinery (Engin et al., 2009). This type of turbomachinery can be
implemented as a turbine, compressor, or pump. A lot of the available literature on such
devices deals with the performance issues of a Tesla turbine, with a handful of design and
CFD studies of Tesla pumps. There was significant interest in the 1950’s in the flow
between rotating disks, helping to develop further understanding of how a Tesla pump
operates. Understanding the fluid mechanics of the flow between rotating disks and
improving the efficiency of Tesla turbomachinery is still studied today.
The main objective of this overall research project was to design a pump for Raytheon with
the purpose of cooling electronics in a military environment. The pump was to be compact,
rugged and reliable. One of the main design requirements was that the pump had to operate
under intense vibration (up to 6 g’s), and since a Tesla pump has a lower sensitivity to
vibration induced cavitation, it was selected as suitable for this application. This is unlike
conventional centrifugal pumps where cavitation can be induced by the application of
vibration. Tesla pumps have also been known to work well with viscous fluids which would
be advantageous for a cooling application since fluid viscosity tend to increase as the
temperature decreases. The prototype pump was previously designed and shown to meet
the majority of the design requirements provided by Raytheon. Therefore, the present study
looks at how a prototype Tesla pump operates under several operational conditions,
focusing on identifying ideal pump configurations. Another aspect of this study includes
building a working model of the pump to perform CFD studies, comparing the numerical
results to experimental results. The end goal is to further understand how this particular
type of pump works and suggest any necessary improvements using the knowledge gained
from this study.
1

1.1 Literature Review
The Tesla pump has a relatively simple design compared to a bladed pump. This type of
pump’s impeller consists of rigid disks, differing from that of conventional centrifugal
pumps which uses blades. The main issue with Tesla turbomachinery is that the efficiency
is significantly less than that of conventional pumps of similar size. There are however
applications where the working principles of a Tesla pump are advantageous. There is
literature available that discusses the performance issues of Tesla type turbomachinery,
with a few even focusing on the Tesla pump. The following sections include an explanation
of how a Tesla pump works, a brief history and summary of Tesla pump and Tesla turbine
studies, and a summary of flow studies relating to spinning disks.

1.1.1 How a Tesla Pump Works?
A traditional centrifugal pump uses rotating blades, called impeller or rotor blades, found
inside a snail shaped casing, called a scroll or volute. Due to the use of a bladed impeller,
lift forces are used to transfer energy to or from the working fluid (Harikishan & Shyam,
2013). These rotating blades transfer tangential and radial momentum, and additional radial
velocity due to centrifugal forces, to the working fluid. For a centrifugal pump, the fluid
enters axially through the hollow middle of the pump and then encounters the rotating
blades (Cengel & Cimbala, 2010). The fluid then exits radially out of the pump, through
the volute. Figure 1.1 details the flow path.
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Figure 1.1 View of the flow path for a centrifugal pump (front view).

Tesla turbomachinery, whether used as a pump or turbine, utilizes similar operational
principles. It works by utilizing the shear forces produced either by the fluid flowing
between the narrow disks (turbine) or by the disks rotating (pump). The working principle
of Tesla turbomachinery is therefore based on the friction between the wall of the disk and
the fluid, due to its viscosity, through the no-slip condition at the wall. For a pump, this
results in the fluid being dragged along by the wall of the rotating disks causing the fluid
to accelerate until it reaches the velocity of the disks (Hoya & Guha, 2009). The main
operational principle can also be looked at as viscous drag or shear forces of the fluid; this
view occasionally leads to the Tesla pump being called a shear-force pump (Rossetti et al.,
2010).
For a Tesla Pump, the impeller consists of smooth, flat, parallel disks, arranged on a drive
shaft as per Fig. 1.2. The fluid enters the core of the pump, through the center, is pushed
outwards though the space between the disks due to their rotation, and then exits the pump.
The end result is an increase in pressure across the pump’s inlet and outlet (Rice, 1963).

3

Figure 1.2. Photograph showing the flow through the disk pack assembly.

There are specific applications where the Tesla pump is best utilized in comparison to that
of conventional bladed pumps. Some applications for a Tesla pump involve working well
with fluids more viscous than water, ‘exotic fluids’ such as non-Newtonian fluids, two
phase (gas-liquid) mixtures, and highly loaded slurries and suspensions (Darby et al.,
1987). Essentially, they are a good option in situations where conventional pumps are
considered inadequate (Rice, 1963): for example when a conventional pump would be
inefficient or dangerous to utilize.
Another important factor that makes Tesla pumps advantageous in certain applications, as
mentioned by Darby et al. (1987), is that the pump has a lower sensitivity to cavitation
compared to centrifugal pumps. A conventional blade can lead to low pressure points in
the fluid when it rotates, which causes vaporization and therefore bubbles, which burst
when the pressure then increases again. Since Tesla pumps use cylindrical disks rather than
the conventional blades, there is a reduction in low pressure points within the pump, and
therefore less cavitation (Darby et al., 1987). Also, there is the fact that the flow is well
4

bounded between the disks, and is mostly entrained in the boundary layer (Hasinger &
Kehrt, 1963). The avoidance of cavitation increases the lifetime of the pump and allows
for more stable operations compared to conventional pumps (Darby et al., 1987).
Furthermore, in a conventional pump, under conditions where the lift forces are most
efficient, if there are any disturbances in the flow, such as separation; cavitation will
become even more significant. These flow disturbances would cause operational issues,
such as noise, and damage to the blades (Harikishan & Shyam, 2013).
The stable operational conditions of a Tesla pump allows for applications using potentially
volatile working fluids, such as combustible fluids. Another problem with the design of
conventional centrifugal pumps is the generation of pressure pulses that occur during
normal operation. These can affect the pump’s mechanical integrity and therefore its life
expectancy. This can result in vibrations, causing further problems for the pump’s integrity,
or causing excessive operational noise. The design process for centrifugal pumps would
therefore include testing for instabilities in the flow due to potential damage and vibration
(Amaral-Teixeira & Spence, 2009). A Tesla pump tends not to have the same issues, due
to the fact the blades are of a very simple design (Darby et al., 1987). Due to the simplicity
of the impeller of Tesla pumps, they are also inexpensive to build compared to a
conventional pump, and could be manufactured in a modest machine shop (Rice, 1963).
There are a range of suggested industrial applications for a Tesla pump. As mentioned
previously, its ability to operate with unusual fluids is beneficial, when conventional pumps
would be unsuitable. It was suggested Tesla Pumps could be used in “missile and spaceage systems”, such as for liquid rocket fuel (Hasinger & Kehrt, 1963; Miller & Fink, 1999;
Rice, 1963). Other applications would include ventricular assistance devices (blood pump),
or artificial hearts. The disc type impeller has shown that it does not damage blood cells
compared to other alternatives. Therefore, it would be ideal as a blood pump for artificial
hearts (Rossetti et al., 2010). Another fact supporting the use of Tesla pumps in the
biomedical field is that these pumps are advantageous for very small volumetric pumping
applications (Engin et al., 2009; Rice, 1963).
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Furthermore, Rice suggests that as the Tesla pump decreases in size, its efficiency is
expected to remain constant, unlike conventional pumps where efficiency decreases with
size (Rice, 1963). Multiple disk fans are similar to a pump as they still move a fluid such
as air. One suggested application for a disk fan is moving hot gases above 800⁰C, where
the gas becomes denser, or more viscous. Industrial processes which require hot gases to
increase quality, energy consumption, and possibly reduce gas emissions such as the
ceramic industry, and some metallurgical and chemical processes would be good
candidates (Engin et al., 2009).

1.1.2 Brief History of Rotating Flow Studies
Understanding the fluid dynamics of flow caused by rotating disks is important in
understanding how different design parameters affect the performance of a Tesla pump.
When the idea of multiple disk turbomachinery was originally introduced in 1913, where
there was a sudden interest in understanding how it works. Von Karman was one of the
first to attempt the problem of steady flow of an incompressible viscous fluid caused by an
infinite rotating disk by solving the Navier-Stokes equations to obtain an exact solution
(Rogers & Lance, 1959). Cochran later brought up an issue regarding Von Karman’s
numerical solution and presented his improved solution to the non-linear governing
equations (Cochran, 1934). The improvement produced more accurate values and the trend
of constant improvement to the solution carried on. Rogers and Lance looked at the flow
in the presence of a rotating disk, and focused on finding cases where realistic exact
solutions existed (Rogers & Lance, 1959). Brenton also looked at the problem, by obtaining
steady state solutions from time dependent initial value problems or at least identified
where this was possible given the computational limitations at the time (Benton, 1966).
This later went on to more detailed analysis, such as by Humphrey et al. (1995), which
included the enclosure (casing), comparison to experimental data, and tackling unsteady
state analysis. The type of flow was qualified and divided into different regions, and this
qualification is shown section 1.1.5 (Humphrey et al., 1995).

Computational Fluid

Dynamics (CFD) work eventually started to emerge further allowing for better
classification of the flow. This constant improvement of knowledge helps with the
understanding of how the flow between rotating disks, such as inside a Tesla pump, works.
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1.1.3 Tesla Pump Studies
The majority of the research regarding Tesla pumps involves predicting and analyzing the
performance of the pump. This includes efficiency, flow rate, power delivered, and head.
The main geometric parameters used in performance analysis include the disk/impeller
diameter, spacing, and number of disks. Typically, the flow rate, pressure difference across
the pump (head), the provided power and/or disk velocity is measured and converted into
dimensionless parameters, such as efficiency, flow and head coefficients, for analysis. The
results from experimental and theoretical studies provide insight into specific aspects of a
design’s performance, such that any improvements to the pump can be quantified and
performed accordingly.
Hasinger and Kehrt, proposed a pump design by utilizing dimensionless theoretical data
and validated it with experimental data. They assumed laminar flow conditions and
included some analysis on basic flow losses, efficiencies, cavitation characteristics and
specific speed (NS). Specific speed is defined later in Chapter 2. The rotor design presented
and tested in this study is shown in Fig. 1.3. This rotor design is different than a typical
Tesla pump, which induces mixed flow within the pump. This was done to obtain high
flow rates but low inlet velocities, which would prevent cavitation at the inlet. Some of the
more significant findings from this study are as follows. They state that with larger rotors,
turbulent flow may occur, however this is more likely to happen for a rotor that is at least
a foot in diameter, with water as the working fluid. It was noted that a Tesla pump should
be able to obtain rotor efficiencies up to 60% assuming laminar flow, however achieved
experimental rotor efficiency was measured to be 54%. One of the main suspected
problems is the tendency of the shear forces from the rotor to trap gas, which was reported
to cause huge drops in pump performance experimentally. Any gas bubbles entrained in
the pump fluid could become trapped in the rotor and would obstruct the flow. This
entrapment was due to the combined action of fluid drag forces and centripetal forces. The
drag forces would draw the bubbles into the disk pack, and then the centripetal forces would
prevent the bubbles from leaving. Therefore, the avoidance of air bubbles in the working
fluid and therefore in the disk pack was found to be important to the pump efficiency.
Another problem was suspected to be due to the suction speed being highly influenced by
7

the radius ratio (outside vs. inside) and specific speed; this causing high inlet velocities
which could induce cavitation. Therefore, higher specific speed geometries are
recommended to help prevent these adverse inlet conditions. They suggested that the
highest efficiencies are expected around specific speeds of 50, with specific suction speeds
in close to a 1000 without cavitation (Hasinger & Kehrt, 1963).

Figure 1.3. Mixed-flow Tesla Pump design. Reproduced from (Hasinger & Kehrt, 1963),
with the permission of ASME Publishing.

Rice looked at multiple disk pumps, blowers, and compressors, i.e. Tesla turbomachinery.
This paper includes several tests of each type of turbomachinery, with focus on pumps and
compressors. The flow was found to be unstable over some ranges tested, and this
instability is believed to be due to flow separation. These ranges are identified as a set of
dimensionless variables and values, for given points on a disk, flow rates and friction
factors. This resulted in cavitation within the rotor likely induced at the inlet. A
dimensionless ‘first approximation’ analysis of the flow between a pair of rotating disks is
shown in this paper, however it is important to note it does not include frictional losses.
The purpose of this analysis was to establish the upper/lower limits of performance that
could be achieved. It was suggested that the volumetric flow rate parameter could be used
to find the necessary number of disks for an actual pump. In the end, the analysis showed
that the efficiency and pump head decrease with increasing volumetric flow rate, which is
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similar to other studies (Rice, 1963). This trend is shown and discussed later in Figs. 1.4
and 1.5.
Darby et al. also developed a set of dimensionless relationships to analyze the pump
operation and performance. The focus of this study was on the turbulent and transitional
stages of flow in a Tesla Pump. This is one of the first studies to mention the pumps greater
flow stability, i.e., low sensitivity to cavitation. It is important to note that the disks in the
experimental pump were 356 mm (14 in) in diameter, 3.78 mm (0.149 in) thick, and spaced
3.46 mm (0.136 in) apart. The dimensions of Darby’s pump study are larger than this
present prototype study, however due to the use of non-dimensional analysis they can be
compared. They showed that the dimensionless pump power can be related to the flow rate,
gap spacing, rotational Reynolds number and the relative roughness of the disk surface
(Darby et al., 1987). Figure 1.4 shows the head vs capacity coefficients for various
rotational speeds and disk pack spacings from Darby et al. pump. Typically, as the flow
rate increases the pump head will decrease, and in Fig. 1.4, as the spacing decreases the
flow rate and pump head decreases. Figure 1.5 shows the efficiency for the different
spacings, with a corresponding table with the spacing, number of disks and specific speed.
Where Nd is the dimensionless diameter (d/D), Nh is the dimensionless pump head, and NQ
is the dimensionless capacity coefficient.
Darby et al. also mentioned that this type of pump has a tendency to trap gas bubbles, which
they stated occurs more frequently at low flow rates. Other findings are that the impeller
efficiency varied from 45-80%, which decreased as the flow rate increased. It was expected
since the residence time within the gap would decrease as the flow rate increased. A
dependence upon the rotational Reynolds number and pump speed was observed,
especially since the rotational Reynolds number calculation relies on the pump’s rotational
speed (Darby et al., 1987).
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Figure 1.4. Dimensionless pump head vs. flow coefficient for various disk pack spacings,
300 to 2750 RPM. Reproduced from (Darby et al., 1987), with the permission of ASME
Publishing.

Figure 1.5. Efficiency vs. dimensionless flow coefficient for several different disk pack
spacings and number of disk, for 2600 RPM. Reproduced from (Darby et al., 1987), with
the permission of ASME Publishing.
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The loss mechanisms in shear-force pumps (or Tesla pumps) are discussed in Okamoto et
al. They used an experimental analysis, combined with CFD flow analysis, to discuss the
main loss mechanisms in Tesla pumps. Three different disk sizes were analyzed where the
rotational speeds were chosen to achieve similar disk peripheral speed for each size. One
of the main conclusions of the study was that the rotor performance was not affected by
downscaling. This was due to the pumps main working principal; viscous forces and
frictional losses. In the independent study of the rotor, it was found that the lower the flow
coefficient, the higher the efficiency; however there was discrepancy from the
experimental results. Therefore, the flow fields were looked at for this case and it was
found that re-circulation and reversed flow occur due to the volute design. Recirculation
was found to occur mainly at the outlet of the disks, which supports the idea of carefully
designing the volute to minimize the occurrence. The flow reversal, which would cause
large losses in efficiency, would not have been predicted by the numerical rotor analysis
and was the main reason the analytical and experimental results varied (Yamaguchi et al.,
2014).
Of the four Tesla pump studies presented, each is slightly different but all contained several
re-occurring themes. One such theme being that, as rotational speed increases, the pump
head and flow rate would increase (Darby et al., 1987; Hasinger & Kehrt, 1963; Rice,
1963). There are many possible combinations of geometric parameters, with the disk radius
ratio, speed and gap size clearly being determining factors of performance (Darby et al.,
1987; Hasinger & Kehrt, 1963). The smaller the size of the disk pack the better, since this
type of pump is recommended for small volumetric pumping applications. Cavitation
occurs mainly due to volute designs which induce high inlet velocities (Darby et al., 1987;
Hasinger & Kehrt, 1963; Rice, 1963). Experimentally, air was found to become trapped in
the pump under low flow rates, which greatly affected pump performance. Overall
efficiencies tend to be higher theoretically than what was found experimentally. This
appeared to be the case due to complexities in accounting for losses, flow reversal and
cavitation in the theoretical considerations (Darby et al., 1987; Hasinger & Kehrt, 1963;
Rice, 1963; Yamaguchi et al., 2014). The maximum efficiency obtained experimentally
was 45% (rotor only), and theoretically varied from 45% all the way up to 80%, depending
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on the study. Therefore, the geometric design of the disk pack and the design of the casing,
mainly being the inlet and outlet areas, are important factors to consider in designing an
effective Tesla pump.

1.1.4 Turbine Studies
Tesla turbines operate in a similar manner to that of their pump counterparts; the only real
difference is the working fluid that is used to produce power. These turbines have factors,
such as disk spacing, thickness, diameter, and chamber/inlet design similar to that of a
Tesla pump, which affect its performance. The testing and analysis of these turbines and
the causes of loses in efficiency provide useful insight into the design and testing of a Tesla
pump. It has been predicted that the rotor efficiency can be somewhere between 85 and
95% (Guha & Smiley, 2010). The total efficiency of these turbines has been shown to be
between 14.6 and 35.5 %, which is less than that of conventional turbines. The majority of
the studies presented here focus on improving the design of the turbine to obtain better
efficiencies such as the inlet and outlet design of the volute. Since Tesla turbines are similar
in design and operation to Tesla pumps, the results of these studies can be applied to
improve the design a Tesla pump.
It has been determined that the main source of losses in efficiency in Tesla turbines is due
to the design of the inlet, which is also an issue with Tesla pumps. Some of the issues with
the inlets are 90° bends and elbows which would cause sudden changes in the area. In the
study done by Guha and Smiley, who looked at improving the design of an inlet nozzle,
using a nozzle with a plenum chamber integrated in the inlet improved the overall
performance of the turbine. The plenum chamber produced smaller pressure losses inside
the turbine, since the new inlet design allowed for a more uniform jet. A more uniform jet
meant that all of the passages between the disks would receive uniform flow conditions.
This increases the flow cross-sectional area and helps to reduce losses. The change in the
losses of pressure went from 13-14% to less than 1%, after the new nozzle was
implemented (Guha & Smiley, 2010). It was clear that the inlet design affects the
performance of this type of turbomachinery.
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Unlike the flow between two rotating disks in a pump, the flow in the Tesla disc turbine is
not generated by the rotation of disks. It is generated from the working fluid entering the
gaps between the discs surfaces and generating torque, due to the friction between fluid
and disk surfaces. There has been some controversy into what type and which forces affects
the flow occurring between the rotating disks inside a Tesla turbine. However, Guha and
Sengupta tried to provide some insight in their papers. They provided a theoretical
representation of the 3D flow field in the gap and looked at the roles of inertial, centrifugal,
Coriolis and viscous forces. The flow pattern is usually a spiral pattern, with flow reversal
creating deviation from this pattern. The net torque function is dependent on the viscous
drag; this suggests that a desired power output could be achieved by altering the shear stress
and controlling losses. By changing parameters such as the surface roughness and
designing the turbine in such a way to optimize power output, its efficiency could be
increased (Guha & Sengupta, 2013a). Their latest paper looks at how the geometric
parameters affect operational parameters, such as the tangential speed ratio, radial pressure
drop, angle of the inlet nozzle and exit position. This study looked at the effects of different
operational parameters and there corresponding fluid flow path. The findings for small disk
gap spacing, the predictions of each model agreed well between the theoretical and CFD
models. It was also found that the pressure does not vary perpendicularly to the disk as per
the assumption dP/dz = 0 in the analytical method. All of the findings agreed with the
corresponding assumptions provided for the mathematical theory (Guha & Sengupta,
2013b).

1.1.5 Fluid Flow Studies
It has not been clear as to what type of flow occurs between co-rotating shrouded disks,
such as that would be found between the disks in a Tesla pump. There have been several
arguments made regarding what type of flow is present between rotating disks. One
argument was that when the disks are co-rotating, the type of flow between the disks is of
the Batchelor type, therefore having two separate boundary layers and a core flow which
consists of two opposing rotating parts. Others have argued that the core remains at rest,
which would be deemed as a Stewartson flow. However, it has been shown experimentally
that it tends to be a combination of Batchelor and Stewartson flow type. Typically, being
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stationary (Stewartson) in the center, and Batchelor type closer to the disk, as shown in
Fig. 1.6 (Gauthier et al., 2002).

Figure 1.6. Cross section of the fluid flow between two rotating disks.

The flow between two co-rotating disks can be divided into five regions. The regions are
used to help provide a theoretical mathematical framework for analysis and some have
been proven to be true experimentally. These regions are shown in Fig. 1.7 and are
described as such (Greif et al., 1990):
Region I: Called the shroud shear layer. It is the flow that is in close proximity to the
shroud. It is usually assumed it is strongly sheared such that it would satisfy the non-slip
zero velocity condition at the curved wall.
Region II: Is composed of two counter rotating areas, with a stationary core, and is called
the core region.
Region III: Essential for the transition between region II and IV flows, and is called the
detached shear layer.
Region IV: The area near the hub, where the rotating solid body is moving at the same
velocity as the disk (except at high Reynolds number of order 10 ).
Region V: The boundary layer that occurs on either side of each disk, and is called the
Ekman layer. This region of the flow is directed outward in the radial direction and is driven
by the imbalance between the inward directed pressure force and the outward centrifugal
14

force. The outward centrifugal force would be the dominating force for a pump
configuration.

Figure 1.7. Simplified Regions of flow between two shrouded disks. Reproduced from (Greif
et al., 1990), with the permission of AIP Publishing.

Studies focusing on the instabilities in the flow caused by rotating disks generally deal with
identifying and characterizing the flow. From this, two main types of instabilities caused
by co-rotating disks are identified, Type I and Type II. Type I is the instability caused by
the cross-flow, such as that found over a swept wing. Type II is due to the combination of
the Coriolis and viscous forces. Generally, these instabilities create circular or spiral rolls
in the flow, and as the Reynolds number increases become more complex (Furukawa &
Watanabe, 2009).
There have been many studies where instabilities are characterized for various geometric
variations. A few of those studies are from Gauther et al. (2002), Furukawa & Watanabe
(2009) and Huang & Hsieh (2011). Gauther et al. (2002) looked at the instabilities due to
two rotating disks and performed experiments to visualize the flow instabilities. Furukawa
& Wanatabe focused on the instabilities due to a shrouded disk, varying the gap between
the disk and the shroud. Huang and Hsieh have performed experiments to visualize and
characterize the flow between two shrouded co-rotating disks. They found five different
flow modes from the flow between rotating disks, all of which were polygonal shapes.
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1.2 Research Objectives
An undergraduate design group designed and built the prototype tesla pump that was used
in this study. The basic design requirements for the pump were that it is to be compact,
rugged and reliable to be used in a military environment and be able to continue pumping
operation under large amount of vibrations. The pump is ultimately to be used to cool
electronics. The design group chose a Tesla pump after comparing it to other types of
pumps, due to the fact of its known low sensitivity to cavitation and vibration performance
compared to a conventional pump. It was also beneficial that it operates using disks rather
than blades, which are more rugged and reliable.
Preliminary testing with the prototype was done by this undergraduate design team. It was
found that more testing and analysis was necessary, mainly due to amount of possible
configurations for the pump. Testing was performed to see how well the pump operates in
several environmental (hot and cold) conditions, including under vibration. The results of
the environmental testing were that the prototype could withstand each condition, as long
as materials selection for the pump was made accordingly. No conclusions were made
regarding the effectiveness of the different configurations and the pump in general. This
study is a continuation of their work, utilizing the design they developed.
In this study, to understand how the Tesla pump works and characterize the prototype
pump’s operation, various possible pump configurations for specific operational conditions
needs to be considered. The following objectives for this Tesla pump study are:
x

Further the current understanding of the effects of certain operating parameters,
such as disk pack spacing and rotational speed experimentally; including a study of
the impact of viscosity, where both water and a mixture of propylene glycol
(PG)/water are used. The glycol/water mixture was used since it is readily available
and typically used as a heat transfer fluid.

x

Create a CFD model of the pump with the purpose of creating a working simulation
that compares reasonably well with current experimental data. This model could
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be used in the future to look at the impact of casing geometry or any other design
changes for example.
x

Experimentally study the effects of vibration on the pump’s function, to confirm
that cavitation is not induced due to vibration.

1.3 Organization
The layout of this thesis is as follows. Chapter 2 includes a background in turbomachinery
theory, then looking at boundary layer theory focusing on the theory behind the fluid flow
caused by spinning disks, and general flow between disks. Chapter 3 provides design
details of the prototype pump, along with experimental methodology. Chapter 4 presents
the experimental results and discussion, and Chapter 5 presents the analysis of the results
of the CFD studies. This followed by a conclusion and future recommendations in
Chapter 6.
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Chapter 2 Background Theory
This chapter presents the theory related to Tesla pumps. This includes a review of relevant
turbomachinery theory followed by boundary layer theory and flow between spinning
disks. In the turbomachinery theory section (2.1), the power, efficiency and dimensionless
coefficients are presented. Since Tesla pumps operate utilizing viscous or frictional forces
within the boundary layer, basic theory is presented in section 2.2. Section 2.3 presents
rotating flow boundary layer theory. Finally, section 2.4 presents a short discussion on the
fully develop flow between spinning disks.

2.1 Turbomachinery Review
2.1.1 Pump Power and Efficiency
A pump transfers electrical to hydraulic power, through an intermediate mechanical means.
The power delivered to the fluid can be quantified using two variables; net pump head (H)
and flow rate (Q). The net pump head is the change in Bernoulli head between the inlet
and outlet, however since the diameter (hence flow velocities) and elevation of the
inlet/outlet are the same, Eq. (2.1) can be used. The pump head is related to the pressure
difference across the pump (

−

) and the fluid properties such as density ( ) or specific

weight (γ).

=

=

(2.1)

The flow rate is simply measured experimentally using a flow meter as will be discussed
in Chapter 3.
Hydraulic power (

) is an important factor to consider when designing a pump. It

depends on the flow rate, head and density of the fluid, as shown in Eq. (2.2). Essentially,
the net head is proportional to the useful power actually delivered to the fluid. A pump
could be designed to achieve certain values of head and flow rate, depending on what is
required of the pump (Cengel & Cimbala, 2010). The pump is ultimately provided power
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through the electric motor (

), which is simply the electrical power as shown in Eq. (2.3),

where A is the amperage drawn, and V the voltage used by the motor.

(

)=

(2.2)

. ×

=

(2.3)

Pump efficiency is another important factor in pump design. The total pump electrical to
hydraulic efficiency (

) is shown in Eq. (2.4) and is the quotient of the hydraulic power

to electrical power.

=

=

(2.4)

The mechanical to hydraulic efficiency or the mechanical efficiency (

), is shown in

Eq. (2.5). The mechanical efficiency is the quotient of the hydraulic power to the shaft or
breaking horsepower (bhp). The breaking horse power ( ℎ ) is the external mechanical
power supplied to the pump, supplied through a shaft, or as in this study, through a
magnetic coupling. The breaking horsepower or shaft power is the product of torque ( )
and rotational speed ( ), as shown in Eq. (2.6).

=

=

(2.5)

= ℎ =

(2.6)

One more type of efficiency is the electrical to mechanical efficiency, which is shown in
Eq. (2.7), and is often provided as the electric motor efficiency:

=

(2.7)

2.1.2 Dimensionless Pump Parameters
To effectively compare one pump to another, dimensional analysis is usually performed
using relevant variables. It produces the following dimensionless pump parameters: the
Head coefficient (
coefficient (

) – Eq. (2.8), the Capacity coefficient (

) – Eq. (2.9), and the Power

) – Eq. (2.7). These are commonly referred to as the pump scaling laws.

The typical variables used are the volumetric flow rate (Q), head (H), density ( ), gravity
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(g), the rotational speed ( ), breaking horsepower (bhp), and the diameter of the impeller
(D) (Cengel & Cimbala, 2010).

=

(2.8)

=
=

(2.9)

=

(2.10)

The pump efficiency can be related to all three of these dimensionless parameters as shown
in Eq. (2.11):

=

(2.11)
), a unitless dimensionless parameter, which

Equation (2.12) presents the specific speed (

relates speed to different types and sizes of pumps. Rotations per minute (n) are used in
this calculation, along with head ( ) and flow rate (Q). It can also be calculated using the
dimensionless head and capacity coefficients and does not take into account the size of the
pump. This is beneficial when trying to compare pumps (Crowe et al., 2005).

=

=

(2.12)

2.1.3 Cavitation
Cavitation is the formation of vapour bubbles in a liquid as a result of the local pressure
dropping below the vapour pressure of that liquid. Within a pump or turbine, if the pressure
drops below the vapour pressure at any point in the device, unplanned vaporization may
occur forming cavitation bubbles. When the cavitation bubbles form and are swept away
from the low pressure region, they burst, generating destructive, high pressure waves. In a
pump or turbine, cavitation can cause drops in performance, annoying vibrations, noise, or
even damage or erosion of the impeller blades. Cavitation is generally avoided in
turbomachinery design and operation, however has been shown to be induced due to
vibration (Cengel & Cimbala, 2010).
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2.2 Basic Boundary Layer Theory
Originally, the concept of boundary layer theory was proposed by Prandtl in 1904. This
theory implies that external flows at relatively high Reynold (Re) numbers can be treated
as two different flow regions. One of these regions is the boundary layer which tends to be
significantly smaller than the bulk flow region where the fluid is moving at a free-stream
velocity (

) and can be considered inviscid. The boundary layer is described as the region

bounded by a surface and away from it where the fluid velocity is less than 99% of the bulk
fluid velocity and where viscous effects are important (Crowe et al., 2005). Figure 2.1
shows the boundary layer evolution over a flat plate for a range of Reynolds numbers.

Figure 2.1. Boundary Layer over a flat plate for a range of Reynolds numbers.

As shown in Fig. 2.1, the flow within a boundary layer can be either laminar or turbulent,
characterization of the boundary layer therefore depends on the respective flow type
(Schlichting & Gersten, 2000). For the flow over a flat plate, the Reynolds number is given
by Eq. (2.13), where

is the kinematic viscosity,

is the free-stream velocity, and x is

the location on the plate starting at x = 0 at the leading edge of the plate.

=

(2.13)

In general, the higher the Reynolds number, the thicker the boundary layer. As show in
Fig. 2.1, the critical Reynolds number for flow over a flat place is equal to 10 , and
represents where the flow goes from laminar (a) to transitional (b). The flow is considered
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to be fully turbulent (c) above 3 × 10 which corresponds to the transitional Reynolds
number. One of the factors that may affect flow transitions is surface roughness which can
induce turbulent flow earlier than at the critical Reynolds number. Flow unsteadiness,
disturbances, vibration, acoustic noise and curvature in the wall of the body are also shown
to affect the boundary layer. Due to these factors, in real life applications, the engineering
critical Reynolds number is generally used. The engineering critical Reynolds number is
approximately 5 × 10 and the transitional stage (b), between laminar to turbulent is
generally ignored (Cengel & Cimbala, 2010).
The simplest estimation or application of the boundary layer theory is that of laminar flow
over an infinite flat plate, with length x and bulk flow velocity

. In that case, the two

dimensional incompressible Navier-Stokes equations are simplified to obtain the boundary
layer conditions. (Schlichting & Gersten, 2000). Equations (2.14), (2.15) and (2.16) are
the 2-D continuity equation and Navier-Stokes equations, respectively:

+

=0

(2.14)

+

=−

+

+

(2.15)

+

=−

+

+

(2.16)

The equations can be non-dimensionalized and simplified to Eqs. (2.17) and (2.18) as
shown in any undergraduate level Fluid Mechanics’ textbook. Note that the y-momentum
analysis shows that the pressure difference across the boundary layer remains nearly
constant compared to that in the x-direction. Therefore, due to the simplification of the ymomentum equation and the differential pressure term being negligibly small, the analysis
leaves only the continuity and the x-momentum equation.

+
+

=−

=0

(2.17)

+

(2.18)

This system of equations is solved through a similarity solution, ultimately leading to Eq.
(2.19). Other less accurate solutions can be used to characterize the boundary layer,
including the displacement and momentum thickness methods. Equations (2.19) and
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(2.13), the laminar boundary layer thickness relationship and Reynolds number for a flat
plate, show that the thickness grows as the square root of the distance along the plate,
assuming the free-stream velocity is constant (Cengel & Cimbala, 2010).
.

=

(2.19)

The shear stress and local friction coefficient, for laminar flow over a flat plate, areshown
in Eqs. (2.20) and (2.21) respectively. The shear stress decays following
of the velocity

/

, as the slope

, at the wall decreases downstream.

= 0.33
,

=

(2.20)

=

.

.

(2.21)

There are more interactions to consider in the fluid when the flow becomes turbulent, this
complicates the solution. Prandlt’s Mixing-Length Theory could be used to describe the
boundary layer mathematically (Cengel & Cimbala, 2010). The solution for turbulent flow
is not shown here, however the boundary layer thickness is given in Eq. (2.22):
.

≅
(

(2.22)
)

2.3 Rotating Flow Boundary Layer
A Tesla pump uses disks, therefore the boundary layer theory for a spinning disk is more
relevant. The boundary layer theory related to the rotation of a disk, for one side of a nonshrouded single spinning disk, is presented here. The process is relatively similar to that
for a flat plate, except that there are different boundary conditions and cylindrical polar
coordinates apply. Since the laminar flow derivation is simple compared to that of the
turbulent solution, only the laminar deviation is shown here along with how the boundary
layer thickness is obtained. A brief description of the boundary layer boundary conditions
and the process of obtaining the governing equations are shown in section 2.3.1. This is
followed by section 2.3.2 with the derivation of the boundary layer thickness for laminar
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flow. The critical Reynolds number and turbulent boundary layer thickness is also shown
in section 2.3.2.

2.3.1 Rotating Flow Boundary Layer Derivation
The following observations must be considered when looking at the derivation of the
governing equations for the flow caused by a rotating disk. The flow regime is controlled
by the magnitude of inertia and viscous effects, which is defined in Eq. (2.23) using the
local rotational Reynolds number. Therefore, the flow regime is dependent on the angular
velocity ( ) of the disk and the disk radius (b) (Childs, 2011).

=

Figure 2.2. Rotating flow due to a spinning disk geometry and flow.
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(2.23)

In order to solve this problem, cylindrical polar coordinates are used and the necessary
assumptions and boundary conditions required are determined. Figure 2.3 shows the
geometry and the velocity profiles above the spinning disk in the various directions. For
laminar flow due to a rotating disk the following is assumed (Childs, 2011):
x

Steady state flow;

x

Axial symmetry;

x

Non-slip condition over the disk.

x

The tangential velocity (

) equals the product of the angular velocity ( ) and the

local radius (r), and is considered zero outside the boundary layer, or “free stream”.
x

The axial flow or velocity (

) is considered negative due to the rotation of the disk;

it is pulling the fluid in, towards the center of the disk, and should be considered
zero at the surface.
x

Far from the disk ( → ∞):

x

The value of the axial velocity (

= 0 and
), at

=0
→ ∞, is not specified above and should

have a (non-zero) negative value to represent the disc pumping effect.
Again, the continuity and Navier–Stokes equations need to be solved for the boundary
layer, the simplified equations are presented in Eqs. (2.24) to (2.27). They have been
simplified through the following considerations: for a steady flow and axial symmetry
conditions, the

and

terms are automatically equal to zero; and the

and

terms

generally found in the Navier-Stokes equation can also be ignored since their relative
magnitude is smaller than the other viscous forces.

+
+
−

−
+

+

+

=0

(2.24)

+

(2.25)

=
+

+

=
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+

+

(2.26)

=

+
−

+

+

+

(2.27)

The above equations are converted into dimensionless relationships by dividing through
using the transformations shown in Eqs. (2.28) - (2.32). The dimensionless variables
shown in this section have the subscript * to help identify them.
∗

=

(2.28)

( ∗) =

(2.29)

( ∗) =

(2.30)

∗

∗

∗

∗( ∗)

( ∗) =

=−

(2.31)

√

=−

(2.32)

The strategy is to reduce the Navier-Stokes equation to a set of ordinary differential
equations that can be solved easily. By subbing in Eqs. (2.28) - (2.32), into Eqs. (2.24) (2.27), they will be transformed into a set of dimensionless ordinary differential equations;
after re-arranging, Eqs. (2.33) to (2.36) are obtained:
∗
∗
∗
∗
∗
∗
∗
∗

−

+2
∗

∗
∗
∗

−

∗

−

∗

=0

∗

∗
∗
∗

−

+

∗

−2

∗

∗
∗

−

(2.33)

∗

∗

=0

(2.34)

=0

(2.35)

=0

(2.36)

The corresponding, now transformed, boundary conditions are as follows:
∗

= 0,

∗
∗

= 1,

= 0,

= 0,

∗

= 0 at

= 0 as

∗

→ ∞

∗
∗
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∗

=0

The differential equations can now be solved using numerical techniques. Since they are
dimensionless, the solution will not be dependent on values of rotational speed and fluid
properties, such as density and viscosity. The solution is tabulated in ‘Rotating Flow’, by
Childs, on page 88 (Childs, 2011).
Figure 2.3 shows the velocity profiles of the solution to the differential equations presented
in Eqs. (2.33) to (2.36). It has been observed that the fluid in contact with the disk surface
rotates at the same angular velocity as the disk. This is in accordance with the no-slip
condition. The fluid inside the boundary layer just above the surface will also begin to
rotate, however cannot maintain the same centripetal acceleration as the disk surface and
therefore acquires an outward radial component, pushing it out radially. Essentially, due to
conservation of mass, there is zero momentum (non-moving) fluid being drawn in axially,
being given momentum in the boundary layer and then pumped radially outward. This type
of boundary layer is commonly referred to as an Ekman layer. It is caused by the centrifugal
forces from the shear between the rotating disk and the fluid which creates the radial flow
in the boundary layer. This radial outflow from the rotation of the disk is called ‘pumped
flow’ since it is forced due to the rotating disk and the viscous or frictional forces on its
surface (Childs, 2011).
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Figure 2.3.Dimensionless laminar flow velocity profiles for a rotating disk (Schlichting &
Gersten, 2000).

2.3.2 Boundary Layer Thickness
The definition of a boundary layer for a rotating disk in an infinite fluid is the distance
axially away from the rotating disk where the tangential velocity is 1% of the disk speed.
Using this definition of a boundary layer, 1% of the tangential velocity, Eq. (2.37) is
obtained.

= 0.01ω

(2.37)

Substituting Eq. (2.37) into the non-dimensional Eq. (2.30) provides Eq. (2.38),
∗

=

= 0.01

The tabulated solution values (Childs, 2011) provide a value for

(2.38)
∗

of approximately 5.5.

This can now be added into Eq. (2.28) of the non-dimensional boundary conditions to get
the boundary layer thickness, Eq. (2.39) (Childs, 2011).
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≈ 5.5

(2.39)

This boundary layer thickness relies on the rotational speed of the disk, unlike for a flat
plate. Therefore, the larger the rotational speed, the thinner the boundary layer. Also, away
from the rotational axis, this boundary layer thickness is independent of position.
Therefore, boundary layers in rotating flows have been found to reach a maximum
thickness, which is proportional to

/ , while the stationary boundary layer (on a flat

plate for example) will continue growing in a manner proportional to

.

As previously mentioned, the critical Reynolds number is used to determine the flow
regime, laminar or turbulent. The critical rotational Reynolds number for rotating flow has
been determined by comparing theoretical analysis and experimental results.
Experimentally, the critical rotational Reynolds number depends on the roughness of the
disk, where a rougher disk leads to a smaller critical value. The range of experimental
values for critical rotational Reynolds number and fully turbulent Reynolds number are
compared to the accepted theoretical value for critical Reynolds number in Table 2.1.
Table 2.1. Values of critical Reynolds number for a rotating disk (Childs, 2011).

Critical Reynolds Number (initial breakdown)
2 × 10
Experimental observation Fully Turbulent
2.12 × 10 ≤ Re ≤ 2.7 × 10
Experimental observation Critical Reynolds number 1.78 × 10 ≤ Re
≤ 2.12 × 10
Table 2.2, presents the boundary layer thickness and mass flow rate entrained by the
boundary layer on only one side of the disk, for laminar and turbulent flow. The mass flow
rate entrained by the boundary layer of the disk can prove useful in Tesla pump analysis.
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Table 2.2. Comparing rotating laminar and turbulent flow equations.

Laminar
Boundary
Layer
= 5.5
ω
Thickness
Flow entrained
by Boundary
̇ = 2.779
√ ω
Layer
*for 1/7th power law

Turbulent*
(2.40)
(2.42)

/ = 0.5261

̇ = 0.2186 ω

(2.41)
ω
(2.43)

Figure 2.4 shows the difference between turbulent and laminar boundary layers in a
rotating flow over one disk. The laminar boundary layer thickness is constant except where
the fluid is drawn in around the center (not shown on the figure), while the turbulent
boundary layer thickness increases outwards exponentially. Similar to the turbulent
analysis done for a flat plate, a power law velocity profile in the turbulent region was
assumed to obtain Eqs. (2.41) and (2.43) (Childs, 2011).

Figure 2.4. Laminar to Turbulent Boundary Layer Transitions on a rotating disk.
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2.4 Fully Developed Flow
Due to the small gap spacing found in a Tesla pump and the resulting boundary layer
formation for a flat rotating disk, it is possible that the boundary layers formed on two
adjacent disk surfaces will eventually collide and merge resulting in a fully developed flow
similar to that seen between two flat parallel plates. It is important to note that in a Tesla
pump, the disks are ring shaped and therefore the boundary layer will start to form at the
inside edge of the disk and grow outward according the flow regime. Figure 2.5 shows a
schematic of the flow between two rotating ring shaped disks (i.e. the disks in a Tesla
pump) where their mutual spacing provided ample room for two separate boundary layers
to form. The viscous forces felt by the fluid are the strongest within the boundary layers;
the fluid in-between the boundary layers being affected to a lesser degree by the spinning
disks. For a smaller gap spacing which would not allow for two individual boundary layers
to form, the boundary layers are expected to combine. This is shown in Fig. 2.6, where
fully developed flow is therefore occurring. In fully developed flow, the viscous forces
between the wall and the fluid are felt much more strongly throughout the gap. It is
expected that this type of flow would be more effective compare to the one shown in Fig.
2.5, where only a portion of the fluid feels the viscous effects from the wall.

Figure 2.5. Case for two separate boundary layers between the rotating disks.
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Figure 2.6. Case for fully developed flow between two rotating disks.

The Reynolds number for internal flow is shown in Eq. (2.44). The average velocity (Vavg)
of the fluid depends on the radius (b) and rotational speed (Ȱ), and the characteristic length
(D) would be equivalent to the disk gap spacing (d). The critical value of the Reynolds
number for internal flow is 2,300.

Re

=

=
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(2.44)

Chapter 3 Methodology
In this chapter, the design of the prototype pump is presented along with how the testing
was performed. The prototype pump is presented in section 3.1 and includes detail
regarding the disk pack. The testing loop design, specifics’ regarding the testing equipment
and setup is presented in section 3.2. Section, 3.3, explains the experimental data
acquisition process. The final section, 3.4, presents the uncertainty and error propagation
analysis and sources of error.

3.1 Prototype Pump Design
3.1.1 Casing Design
The prototype pump is shown in Fig 3.1, with the inlet through the center in the casing
shown on the left, and the outlet on the side seen at the bottom of the picture. The casing
is made up of three parts; for the pump side, a stainless steel and a Delrin plastic half, and
for the motor side a stainless steel housing. The motor is housed in the cylindrical section
on the right in Fig 3.1. The disk pack is driven by the motor through the use of a magnetic
coupling, where there is a magnet on either side of the Delrin casing. The thickness of the
casing between the magnets is 1.59 mm (1/16th of an inch). Originally, the casing on the
pump side was completely made of stainless steel. However, due to eddy current buildup
in the metal components, pump performance was severely reduced, and therefore a plastic
(non-conductive) portion of the pump casing was implemented. The total size of the
prototype sits in approximately a 15 cm by 6.1 cm area.
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Figure 3.1. Picture of the prototype pump with original casing materials.

The inside of the casing was machined following a log spiral, as shown in Fig. 3.2. A log
spiral is a common shape used in pump housings, and is found in nature in animals such as
the nautilus shell. This should provide an effective path for the fluid leaving the pump,
since it is similar to that of a centrifugal pump. The maximum clearance from the disk pack
is approximately 10 mm, with the minimum clearance being approximately 1.6 mm.

Figure 3.2. Picture of the inside of the old casing.
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During this research project, the casing was changed from a stainless steel/Delrin plastic
to transparent acrylic, as shown in Fig 3.3. Since, there were suspicions that air was
becoming trapped in sections of the casing, the casing was manufactured out of transparent
material and replaced. With a transparent casing, any air entrapment could be observed and
corrected before testing began. The casing measures approximately 7.65 cm (long) by
6.1 cm (wide) by 51 cm (tall), and is held together with 4 bolts that go through the pump
casing and part of the motor enclosure. These bolts are lined up using a circular locating
feature that prevents the casing from being assembled incorrectly; this is shown in Fig. 3.4.

Figure 3.3. New (left) and old (right) casing comparison.

Figure 3.4 Post bolts with circular locating feature.
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3.1.2 Disk pack
The disk pack consists of two supports which allow for bearings to be attached on either
end and keep all the disks together. The magnet is attached by a bolt through one of the
disk pack supports, which can be seen in Fig 3.5. Figure 3.6 shows an exploded view of
the disk pack. The disks are attached using three bolts that go through two supports on each
end and hold the disks in the middle. These bolts are spaced 120 degrees apart. The bolts
are specifically made for this application, as well as the disks and the disk pack supports.
The disk pack (section of disks not including supports) averages around 2 cm in length,
varying slightly depending on the amount and spacing of disks. The diameter of the disks
and disk pack supports are 3.5 cm, and the thickness of each disk is approximately
0.79 mm, or 31.5 thou (where thou is a thousandths of an inch). Figure 3.7 shows the 5
thou thick spacers used within the pump.

Figure 3.5. Disk pack with bearing and magnetic coupling attached (left), and sliced view
CAD of the disk pack showing the bolt attaching the magnet (right).
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Figure 3.6. Disk pack exploded view.

Figure 3.7. Spacers, 5 thou thick.
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For testing, extra disk pack components were manufactured and disk packs assembled. This
lessened the amount of time needed for disassembly and assembly of the pump, specifically
when changing the spacing of the disks. Since, the spacers are specially made thin washers,
it was time consuming to build the disk packs from scratch. There are approximately 50 to
120 spacers in each disk pack, depending on the spacing. Table 3.1 provides the number
of disks per disk pack and Figs. (3.8) to (3.10) show the built disk packs for various
spacings. Fig 3.9 shows the 15 thou disk pack with a bearing and the magnet attached.

Figure 3.8. Twenty thou disk pack spacing.

Figure 3.9. Fifteen thou disk pack spacing, with magnet and bearing.
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Figure 3.10. Five thou disk pack spacing.
Table 3.1. Number of Disks for each spacing.

Spacing # of Disks
1 thou

27

3 thou

26

5 thou

20

10 thou

18

15 thou

16

20 thou

15

25 thou

15

The spacers between the disks obstruct the fluid flow through between the disks. Two
different extreme assumptions can be made regarding the blockage area, as shown in
Fig. 3.11. The first one would be to assume that the fluid’s path is straight along the radius
of the disk.

In this case, the blockage ratio is calculated using Eq. (3.1), where

Dspacer = 0.5 cm is the diameter of the spacers, and bspacer = 1.14 cm is the radius at which
the spacers are found. The second assumption would be for the fluid to follow a long spiral
pattern before exiting the disk gap. The blockage ratio is given Eq. (3.2) where b
(= 1.75 cm) is the total radius of the disk. For the pump used in the work, Br1 = 0.0696 or
nearly 7%, and Br2 = 0.2857 or approximately 28.5%.
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Br =

(3.1)

Br =

(3.2)

Figure 3.11. Fluid path along rotating disk.

3.1.3 Motor
The electric motor is a Maxon EC-32 15 W brushless motor with integrated sensors, and
is shown in Fig. 3.12. The specifications for the Maxon motor are included in Appendix A.
The motor has a range of 200 to 7000 rpm, unloaded. The speed of the motor is controlled
though an analog signal between 0-10 V. The maximum efficiency of the motor is listed to
be 64%. The motor casing is a cylindrical tube which houses the motor, it is approximately
7.3 cm (long) by 5.3 cm (wide) by 5.1 cm (tall). The motor casing was altered due to issues
found during preliminary testing. One alteration was due to the motor and drive shaft
mechanism turning inside the case. This was corrected with a set screw, through the top of
the casing, which can be seen in Fig 3.5. It was later discovered that the motor could be
shorted out if the wires from the motor touched the casing, either during assembly or
disassembly. Therefore, part of the area of the case where the wires sit was removed and
more insulation to the wires was added.
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Figure 3.12. Maxon motor on its coupling.

3.2 Testing Loop
3.2.1 Equipment Selection
Data from the undergraduate design group was used as a reference point for equipment
selection. The most significant problem was overcoming the low head produced by the
pump. Conventional paddle style rotameters would not work since they had been found to
produce too much head losses within the system. Another consideration in equipment
section was the equipment’s use with a fluid more viscous than water and under vibration.
The solution for the flow meter was to select an electromagnetic flow meter since there are
no in-flow moving parts, and very little head losses are generated. The maximum range of
the flow rate is 6.06 L/min (1.6 GPM). An electromagnetic flow meter works by measuring
the voltage through a conductive fluid, as it moves perpendicular though a magnetic field.
It relates the measured voltage to the velocity of the fluid. The flowmeter chosen was an
in line ‘Magmeter’ FMG-91 from OMEGA, and is shown in Fig. 3.13. The specifications
for the FMG-91 flow meter are shown in Appendix A. There is a minimum liquid
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conductivity necessary for the operation of this type of flow meter, which is 5
microSiemens (μS) per cm. This is not an issue for water, since domestic tap water has
500-800 μS/cm; distilled water is 0.5 μS/cm. Therefore, tap water was used for these
experiments (Heyda, 2006).

Figure 3.13. Flow meter, FMG-91 from OMEGA.

The pressures measured during preliminary testing by the undergraduate design team
provided a rough estimate of the maximum pressure difference across the pump of
approximately 2 psi (13.8 kPa). The differential pressure sensor is shown in Fig. 3.14 and
is a PX-26 from OMEGA. A differential pressure sensor, in the range of 0-5 psi was chosen
for the water tests and the propylene glycol-water mixture used a 0-15 psi range. The
pressure sensor specifications are shown in Appendix A. Using a differential pressure
sensor simplified the testing loop and was an inexpensive and effective method of
measuring the pressure difference across the pump.
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Figure 3.14. Differential pressure sensor, PX-26 meter unwired (left), and the pressure
sensor in the set up (right).

Figure 3.15, shows a schematic of the testing loop design, with the in-line flow meter,
differential pressure sensor, valve, reservoir and pump. The piping is flexible plastic
quarter inch tubing, which is used for everything except for a portion for the pressure
sensor. The pressure sensor requires one eighth diameter tubing, and rapid prototyped
T-type connectors to connect the pressure sensor to the quarter inch tubing of the setup
were used. The valve is a needle type with 10 turns, for accurate flow control. The reservoir
is a 1 Litre clear plastic container.
After preliminary testing, several things were observed. The most significant being that the
flowmeter placement did affect the readings and the pump did not perform well when the
suction end had to overcome a large height difference from the reservoir. The solution was
to build a stand to attach the equipment and tubing to reduce variation in the results. The
completed stand is shown in Fig. 3.16.
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Figure 3.15. Schematic of the testing loop.

Figure 3.16. Testing loop with stand setup.
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3.2.2 Electrical Set Up
The electrical and circuitry components were contained in a waterproof box with the motor
speed control dial on top. There were minor issues with the circuitry that caused some
variation in the readings, such as power supplies not keeping their setting or wires
becoming disconnected. These minor issues were resolved by having a small circuit board
fabricated. The motor uses two power sources, one for the signal speed input and the other
for powering the motor. The power supply for the motor is shown in Fig. 3.17 and the
signal speed input was drawn from the flow meter’s power supply. Since, the pressure
sensor needs a constant known excitation voltage, it was also drawn from the flow meter’s
power supply. The voltage for the pressure sensor was provided at 8.1 V, and calibrated
according to the manufacture’s specifications. The variable resistor along with the box that
contains the circuity for the setup is shown in Fig. 3.18. A variable resistor with a 10 turn
allowance was used for the motor speed control, which allowed for a great deal of control,
in the range of ±5 RPM. (The rough variance in the reading was at most 5 RPM’s from
observation) It is important to note that the rpm sensor in the motor of the pump worked
sporadically and therefore was not used. Since the rotational speed of the motor was only
needed when setting up a run, an optical Tachometer was used.
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Figure 3.17. Power supply used for motor control, and multimeters.

Figure 3.18. Circuit control box (left) with motor speed control dial on top, and the inside of
the box (right).
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3.2.3 Vibration Testing Set Up
To test the effects of vibration on Tesla pump performance, a Vibration Exciter System
(Type 4801) from Brüel & Kjær was used to supply the necessary vibrations. This testing
was to determine if cavitation could be induced through vibrations. A picture of the Exciter
System’s body with the prototype pump is shown in Fig 3.19. An Exciter Control (Type
1047) and Power Amplifier (Type 2707) are used to control the exciter system.

Figure 3.19. Prototype pump on the Vibration Exciter System i.e. shaker table.
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3.2.4 Data Acquisition
All data was recorded using a National Instruments compact DAQ, 4 slot chassis system,
with 2 modules, which are shown in Fig. 3.20. The two modules used are the NI 9435, for
the frequency of pulses from the flow meter, and NI 9219 for the analog input from the
pressure sensor. The two modules on the far side of the DAQ system shown in Fig. 3.20,
are not used. This was connected and read into LabVIEW, which then recorded and saved
the data. The block diagram used in LabVIEW is presented in Appendix B

Figure 3.20. DAQ chassis with corresponding modules.

LabVIEW read a voltage signal from the pressure sensor which needed to be converted to
provide the pressure in psi. The conversion factor for the differential pressure sensors, was
determined by taking the manufacturer’s given calibration and converting it to psi/mV as
shown in Appendix B. For the 5 psi range, the conversion factor obtained is 123.457 psi/V,
for the 15 psi range, 185.185 psi/V.
The flow meter’s conversion factor was obtained experimentally using the average
frequency output from the flow meter and volume of water, over a minute. The flow meter
produces a certain number of pulses per gallon, which for this particular model of flow
meter (FMG91-PVDF) was 15000 pulse/gallon.
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3.3 Experimental Methodology
For the water testing, 3, 5, 10, 15, 20 and 25 thou disk spacing was tested for 4000, 3600,
3000 and 2500 RPM motor speeds. A propylene glycol (PG)-water mixture of 40/60
weight%, was tested for the 5, 10, 15 and 20 thou spacings for 3600, 3000 and 2500 RPM
motor speeds. The pump could not consistently reach the 4000 RPM speed for the PGwater mixture, therefore the 4000 RPM motor speed was not tested. The vibration testing
was performed for the 5 to 20 thou spacings for 3600 RPM, at frequencies of 500 Hz and
2000 Hz. The procedures for each method of testing are similar except where mentioned
otherwise.
For experimental testing, the pump is put together with the disk pack, taking care that the
seals and all fasteners are secure. The pump was placed on a wooden block, secured and
connected to the inlet and outlet tubing. The power supplies, computer and multimeter are
turned on and set accordingly. To prime the pump, a hand pump was used to carefully fill
the tubing and pump with the working fluid, while taking care that the tubing for the
pressure sensor did not contain air bubbles. The pump motor was then started, and
preferably set to a high rotational speed (4000 or 3600 RPM). The rotational speed would
be varied occasionally in an attempt to further encourage air out of the system. This process
could take up to 2 hours depending on the gap spacing and working fluid. The removal of
air combined with waiting allowed the system to stabilize with regards to the flow rate,
since the flow meter is sensitive to air bubbles.
Just before starting a test, the rotational speed of the motor was checked using the
tachometer and corrected if needed. For each pump operating point, data was recorded over
one minute into LabVIEW, and this same test was repeated three times. The three sets of
data for each pump operating point were averaged to obtain the data used for the analysis.
While the data was being recorded, the current drawn by the motor from the multimeter
was physically recorded over the minute. The discharge valve was used to vary the head
and flow rate for each run and was turned in increments of one half a turn until almost fully
closed. After the valve was turned, at least one minute was allowed for the system to
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stabilize before testing began again. Between each run the rotational speed of the motor
was checked and adjusted accordingly.
For the testing done under vibration, to determine if vibration will affect the performance
of the pump, a couple of changes needed to be made regarding the set up. A major change
was allowing for the pump to be re-located onto the vibration exciter (shaker table). The
solution was to have the whole setup, including reservoir, be closer to the level of the shaker
table. Otherwise issues due to the pump attempting to overcome the large height difference
would significantly impact testing. Therefore, the level of the whole setup was lowered for
this section of testing. There was still a slight height difference between the pump and the
apparatus. A longer length of tubing connecting the pump to the rest of the apparatus was
also necessary. The slight height difference and extra lengths of tubing did end up affecting
the flow rate and pump head compared to the non-vibration runs. Therefore, non-vibration
runs for each disk pack were completed with the pump mounted on the shaker amp, since
the losses due to the height differences and extra length of tubing could not be avoided.

3.4 Sources of Error
Typically, there are the normal contributors to error, equipment and human factors.
However, a couple of topics have come up after testing was performed which have been
shown to be of importance. These issues were found to be air bubbles becoming trapped
within the disk pack and setting of the rotational speed.
Small air bubbles within the working fluid can become trapped within the disk pack, which
have been found to greatly reduce efficiency (Hasinger & Kehrt, 1963). Hasinger and
Kehrt had to take careful and diligent measures to suction out the air bubbles from between
the disks; however this would not have been possible for the experiments done for this
thesis due to the design of the prototype pump. The air bubbles would also affect the flow
meter measurements, by causing fluctuations in the measurements as they passed through.
Before the testing would begin the pump would be primed and allowed to run until air was
thought to have been removed from the system, typically 2-3 hours was given for the air to
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be removed from the system. Figure 3.22 shows the pump before air was removed, while
Fig. 3.23 shows the pump after 2-3 hours of continuous operation to remove air. This was
the main reason the clear casing was implemented, to be able to observe when air has been
removed from within the casing. It is expected that some air may still be trapped within the
disk pack during testing, however is likely to not significantly impact the results.

Figure 3.21. Picture of the pump in operation before air was removed.

Figure 3.22. Picture of the pump in operation with air removed after waiting for 2-3 hours.
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Another source of error would be due to setting the rotational speed, since these value are
used for the non-dimensional analysis. An attempt was made to keep the rotational speed
constant between runs, however this was not always possible. Either the rotational speed
of the motor would slightly change between runs or the rotational speed would be off by
up to 10 RPM. Another factor would be that the motor rotational speed was used, not the
actual disk pack/rotor speed. This was because the rotational speed of the rotor was difficult
to measure due to the design of the prototype, and therefore the disk pack or rotor’s
rotational speed was assumed to be the same as the motors. It is expected that the rotational
speed of the disk pack or rotor is slightly less than the motor’s, and would not significantly
impact the calculations.

3.4.1 Uncertainty and Error Propagation
The accuracy of the equipment in the setup is shown in Table 3.2, followed by error
propagation calculations.
The error propagation from the experimental data is determined using the data from
Table 3.2 and Eq. (3.3), for multiplication or division error propagation. The error
propagation is then calculated for the motor power, hydraulic power, head, and efficiency;
where X is a quantity being calculated that depends on

,

and so forth, which are

quantities that have errors which are uncorrelated and random.

| |

=

+

…+
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(3.3)

Table 3.2. Accuracy of pump equipment for measurement error.

Equipment

Accuracy

Response time

PX-26-005-DV (pressure
sensor)

1% FS = ±0.05 psi

1 msec

PX-26-015-DV (pressure
sensor)

1% FS= ± 0.15 psi

1 msec

1% of reading:
FMG 91 (flow meter)

DC Current

Multimeter (Circuit-Test
DMR-1800)
Power Supply –
EXTECH 382275
Tachometer (Monarch
Pocket Tac Plus 1.4)

<100msec

Max flow range 1.6GPM=6.06
L/min → ± 0.06 L/mim
Accuracy=2% of reading

Voltage meter (± 2% , +3

N/A

)

N/A

Non-contact ± 0.01 % of reading
Approx. ± 5 RPM from observation
during testing

N/A

For any calculations involving the rotational speed, the observed error of ±5 RPM was
used as it was larger then the measurement accuracy of the tachometer. For the calculation
of head from Eq. (2.1), the error is solely from the pressure sensor, ± 0.05 psi and
± 0.15 psi, for the 5 and 15 psi range pressure sensor respectively and is calculated as per
Eq. (3.4). While the flow rate measurement is 1% of the value.

=

.

= 1% of

(3.4)

For the motor power, the current’s maximum reading is 2 A, therefore the absolute error
is ± 0.04 A (2% of reading). The voltage was kept constant at 18.8 V, and due to the
number of digits of the equipment was accurate to ±0.05 V (2.6% of reading).
Equation (3.5) shows the error propagation.
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.

=

+

.

= 2.01% of

.

(3.5)

For the hydraulic power, the 5 psi and 15 psi range pressure sensors produce the same
result. This is because they both use a 1% full scale accuracy value. However, for the
sample calculation, for the 5 psi pressure sensor, the error is ±0.05 psi. For the flow meter,
the worst case scenario would be the full scale error, therefore 6.06 L/min ±0.06 L/min.
Equation (3.6) shows this error propagation calculation.
.

=

.

+

= 1.41% of

.

(3.6)

The efficiency depends on the error of the previous calculations (hydraulic and electrical
power), and results into an uncertainty of 2.5% as shown in Eq. (3.7).

=

+

=

(1.41%) + (2.01%) = 2.46% of
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(3.7)

Chapter 4 Discussion
The results of tests performed with the prototype Tesla pump are presented here. The
relevant boundary layer thickness and Reynolds numbers are presented in Section 4.1. The
prototype tesla pump was tested for various parameters; these are shown in Table 4.1.
Section 4.2, deals with the results from the water testing and section 4.3, the propylene
glycol mixture testing. The impact of vibration on pump performance was analyzed in
section 4.4.
Table 4.1. Tests performed for water and propylene glycol. Where ○ are for water, and △
are for the propylene glycol water mixture.

Disk Rotational
Speed (RPM)
---------------------

2500 3000 3600 4000

Disk Pack Spacing
(thou)
1

○

○

○

○

3

○

○

○

○

5

○△ ○△ ○△

○

10

○△ ○△ ○△

○

15

○△ ○△ ○△

○

20

○△ ○△ ○△

○

25

○
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○

○

○

4.1 Pump Flow Qualification
4.1.1 Rotational Boundary Layer
Using Eqs. (2.38), (2.40) and (2.22) from Chapter 2, the Reynolds number and boundary
layer thickness are calculated using relevant experimental parameters and data.

= 5.5

(2.38)

/ = 0.5261

(2.40)

Re =

(2.22)

The calculated rotational Reynolds number and corresponding boundary layer thicknesses
as a function of the disk pack rotational speed are shown in Table 4.2, assuming either
laminar (Eq. 2.38) or turbulent (Eq. 2.40) flow. For the turbulent case, the boundary layer
thickness is calculated for the total disk radius of 3.5 cm. Therefore, the value of turbulent
boundary layer thickness in Table 4.2 is the largest since the boundary layer thickness
grows according to Eq. (2.40).
Table 4.2. Calculated Boundary Layer Thicknesses for Laminar and Turbulent flow in
water.
RPM

Laminar- BL
thickness (inch)

Turbulent- BL
thickness (inch)

2500

7.76×104

0.0134

3.452

3000

9.31×104

0.0122

3.33

3600

1.12×105

0.0112

3.21

4000

1.24×105

0.0106

3.14

It is important to note that the boundary layer thicknesses calculated in Table 4.2 are for a
complete disk, while for this Tesla pump, the disk has a hole in the center having a diameter
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of 9.4 mm. This hole in the disk will impact the shape of the boundary layer. Since there
is now an inside edge to the disk, the boundary layer will form differently. It is hard to
estimate analytically by how much the boundary layer thickness will vary compare to a full
disk, but the thicknesses should be of the same order of magnitudes as the ones presented
in Table 4.2.
For both laminar and turbulent flows, as shown in Table 4.2, as the rotational speed
increases the boundary layer thickness decreases, resulting from the increasing angular
velocity. For turbulent flow, the boundary layer is much thicker than a laminar boundary
layer, similar to what is expected from the boundary layer theory on a flat plate. For the
range of rotational speeds used in this thesis, under the assumption of boundary layer flow
on rotating disk, the pump appears to be operating under laminar flow, since the rotational
Reynolds number is less than 2 × 10 (critical rotational Reynolds number). Since, the
rotational Reynolds numbers are close to the critical value it is not certain if the flow regime
is purely laminar.

4.1.2 Fully Developed Flow
The flow between the disks could also be treated as internal flow, where fully developed
flow would occur between the disks. As mentioned in Chapter 2 section 2.4, if the boundary
layers are larger than half a gap spacing, then fully developed flow is expected. The
Reynolds numbers for fully developed internal flow are shown in Table 4.3, for the various
rotational speeds and gap spacings. These Reynolds numbers were calculated using
Eq. (2.44) for the full length of the disk. As the rotational speed and disk gap spacing
increases, so does the Reynolds number. The values of Reynolds numbers in Table 4.3, for
the rotational speeds and gap spacings are considered laminar since they are below the
expected critical value of 2,300.

Re =
57

(2.44)

Table 4.3. Internal Flow Reynolds numbers for the various gap spacing’s and rotational
speed (water).

Reynolds number
RPM

1
thou

3
thou

5 thou

10 thou

15 thou

20 thou

25 thou

2500

11.4

34.3

57.2

114.5

171.7

229.0

286.2

3000

13.7

41.2

68.7

137.4

206.1

274.7

343.4

3600

16.5

49.5

82.4

164.8

247.3

329.7

412.1

4000

18.3

54.9

91.6

183.2

274.7

366.3

457.9

4.1.3 Surface Area
The total surface area available is another parameter that is useful in characterizing the
Tesla pump’s performance. The surface areas for each disk pack are compared in
Table 4.4, where the 1 to 25 thou spacing are presented. The last column in Table 4.4 shows
the percentage of surface area differences compared to the 25 thou disk pack. The resulting
surface area for each disk pack varies depending on the number of disks. It is expected that
more surface area would improve the performance of the pump, since there is more area
for energy transfer to occur.
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Table 4.4 Surface area comparison as a function of the number of disks used in the disk
pack.

Spacing (thou)

number of disks in
disk pack

total surface area from disks in
the disk pack (m2)

% difference from
25 thou

25
20
15
10
5
3
1

15
15
16
18
20
26
27

0.0280
0.0280
0.0299
0.0337
0.0374
0.0486
0.0505

0%
0%
6.7%
20%
33%
73%
80%

4.2 Water Experiments
The water testing consisted of four rotational speeds and seven disk pack spacings. The
effects of changing the rotational speed are presented in section 4.2.1, and the disk pack
spacing in 4.2.2. A non-dimensional analysis using experimental data is shown in section
4.2.3. A comparison to Darby et al. (1987) and Hassinger and Kehrt (1963) is presented in
section 4.2.4, looking for future improvements to the pump design. The final section 4.2.5
shows a validation of the flow rates obtained experimentally. It is important to note that
graphs presented in this thesis do not have error bars if the size of the error bar is than the
symbol use to show the data point.

4.2.1 Impact of Pump’s Rotational Speed
Figures 4.1 (a) to 4.7 (a), show the pump curves obtained experimentally (head as a
function of flow rate) for the prototype pump, which show the effect of rotational speed for
the various disk pack spacings. The maximum flow rate obtained was 1.58 L/min and the
highest pump head was 3.26 m, obtained at 4000RPM for the 15 thou spacing (Fig 4.5(a)).
It can be observed from Figs. 4.1 (a) to 4.7 (a) that the higher the rotational speed, higher
pump head and capacity is produced. Figures 4.1 (a) to 4.7 (a), suggest that there is a
consistent improvement in performance as rotational speed is increased.
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For a centrifugal pump, the mechanical energy is transferred to the fluid along the impeller,
where both the pressure and kinetic energy of the working fluid rises. At the entrance of
the pump or suction side, the working fluid is being displaced, therefore there is a negative
pressure at the entrance of the impeller. This negative pressure at the entrance of the pump
or impeller helps to maintain the flow within the system by pulling fresh fluid into the
system. For a Tesla pump the rotation of the disk pack transfers energy through the viscous
forces between the disk and the working fluid within the boundary layer moving the fluid
along the disk. Therefore, as the rotational speed increases there is more mechanical energy
transferred to the fluid, which will produce higher pump head and flow rates.
The overall pump efficiency graphs for the various disk pack spacings are shown in
Figs. 4.1 (b) to 4.7 (b) comparing the effects of the four different rotational speeds. The
maximum efficiency was 3.58 %, which was obtained for 3600 and 4000 RPM for 5 thou,
(Fig 4.3 (b)). For the efficiency in Figs. 4.3 (b) to 4.7 (b), 5 to 25 thou, the higher rotational
speeds are the least efficient. While the opposite appears for the smaller gap spacings of 1
and 3 thou, where the higher rotational speeds are more efficient, shown in Figs. 4.1(b) and
4.2 (b). In Fig. 4.1 (b), for 1 thou, the efficiency between the various rotational speeds has
very little difference, which is due to the excessively small spacing that limits the amount
of fluid being pumped. While for 3 thou, shown in Fig. 4.2 (b), there is a more distinct
difference with regards to rotational speed. The expensively small spacing will affect the
performance and overall efficiency of the pump and is why the 1 thou spacing displays
very little effect due to different rotational speeds.
For Fig. 4.4 (b) and 4.6 (b), 10 and 20 thou spacings, between the 2500 RPM and 3000
RPM speeds, there is some improvement regarding the overall pump efficiency, where for
the 15 thou spacing (Fig. 4.5 (b)) there is slightly more of an improvement at 2500 RPM
compared to the other larger spacings at low flow rates. It is unclear if this slight increase
in efficiency at 2500 RPM is due to the 15 thou spacing or not. Regardless, the lower
rotational speeds tend to be more efficient for the larger disk pack spacings and this is
suspected to be due to better energy utilization that at a higher rotational speed.
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Figure 4.1. 1 thou (a) Head and (b) Efficiency vs. flow rate
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Figure 4.2. 3 thou (a) Head and (b) Efficiency vs. flow rate.
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Figure 4.3. 5 thou (a) Head and (b) Efficiency vs. flow rate.
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Figure 4.4. 10 thou (a) Head and (b) Efficiency vs. flow rate.
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Figure 4.5. 15 thou (a) Head and (b) Efficiency vs. flow rate.
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1
Figure 4.6. 20 thou (a) Head and (b) Efficiency vs. flow rate.
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Figure 4.7. 25 thou (a) Head and (b) Efficiency vs. flow rate.
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The mass flow rate entrained by the boundary layer on a spinning disk have been calculated
and compared to experimental values as shown in Fig. 4.8. Figure 4.8 shows the mass flow
rate as a function of rotational speed, comparing the various spacings, where (a) is the
experimental data, and (b) is the theoretical data. The theoretical mass flow rates are
calculated for one side of the disk using Eq. (2.41), then multiplied by two to obtain the
mass flow rate for both sides of a disk and finally multiplied by number of disks in the disk
pack.

̇ = 2.779

√ ω

(2.41)

It is clear that the experimental values are significantly less than the theoretical mass flow
rate values, when comparing the scales between Figs. 4.8 (a) and (b). The theoretical mass
flow rates do not take into account the disk gap spacings and the effect of the hole in the
center of the disks, therefore the theoretical mass flow rates would be larger.
What is true in both cases is that as the rotational speed increases, the flow rate increases.
This is also demonstrated with Eq. (2.41) where the mass flow rate increases with the
square root of the rotational speed. However, this is not exactly observed with the
experimental data. Also, the mass flow rate relationship of Eq. (2.41) is for a rotating disk
within an infinite fluid, where the fluid is not bounded. Due to the disk pack being bounded
within a casing the mass flow rate is not expected follow the same trend for a non-bounded
single disk.
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Figure 4.8. Flow Rate as a function of Mass Flow rate for (a) experimental and (b)
theoretical.
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4.2.2 Impact of Disk Pack Spacing on Pump Performance
Figures 4.9 (a) to 4.12 (a) show the pump head vs. flow rate obtained experimentally for
the prototype pump, displaying the effect of various disk pack gap spacings for each
rotational speed. The least performant spacing according to Figs. 4.9 (a) to 4.12 (a) is the
1 and 3 thou, which is due to the gap spacing limiting the flow through the disk pack. For
the 5 to 25 thou spacings, it becomes harder to determine which is the most performant
spacing.
It is expected that fully developed flow between the disks is occurring for the 5 to 20 thou
gap spacings, since the calculated boundary layers are larger than half a gap spacing. For
example, for 4000 RPM, the boundary layer thickness for one disk is 10.6 thou (from
Table 4.2), where only the 25 thou gap spacing could easily allow for two boundary layers
to fit in-between the disks. The 15 thou spacing is likely the largest spacing where true
fully developed flow would occur and has 6.7% more surface area than the 20 thou spacing.
The combination of both of these factors is likely what improves the performance of the
15 thou spacing.
Figures 4.9 (b) to 4.12 (b) shows the efficiency vs. flow rate obtained experimentally for
the prototype pump. These figures show the effect of the different disk pack spacings with
regards to efficiency for the various rotational speeds. Figs. 4.9 (b) to 4.12 (b) show the
5 thou spacing consistently as the most efficient, obtaining a maximum efficiency of
3.58%, at 4000 and 3600 RPM. The 15 thou spacing obtains a maximum efficiency of
2.95%, as does 10 thou, while 20 thou is approximately 2.70% at 3600 RPM. The 15 thou
spacing is somewhere in the middle range of efficiency, regardless of being the most
performant compared to other spacings. There is more variation in the efficiency for the 5
to 25 thou spacings compared to the pump’s performance overall variation. This suggests
that the motor or shaft coupling could be impacting the overall efficiency, since the power
drawn from the motor is relevant in determining the overall pump efficiency.
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Figure 4.9. 2500 RPM (a) Head and (b) Efficiency vs. flow rate.
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Figure 4.10. 3000 RPM (a) Head and (b) Efficiency vs. flow rate.
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Figure 4.11. 3600 RPM (a) Head and (b) Efficiency vs. flow rate.
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Figure 4.12. 4000 RPM (a) Head and (b) Efficiency vs. flow rate.
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4.2.3 Non-Dimensional Analysis
The data from the previous sections can be converted to dimensionless coefficients for later
comparison to other pumps.

Figure 4.13 shows a plot of experimental data from

Timár (2005), head vs. flow coefficients for a centrifugal pump, showing a characteristic
pump curve. The Reynolds number was calculated using Eq. (4.1), with density ( ),
rotational speed (n), impeller diameter (D), and dynamic viscosity ( ). In Fig 4.13, it can
be seen that there is no effect due to rotational speed for a centrifugal pump (tests done
between 1200 to 2000 RPM).

Re =
Figure 4.14 shows the effect of rotational speed on the Head (

(4.1)
) vs. the Capacity (

)

coefficients, for various disk pack spacings on the Tesla pump used in this study. The 1
thou spacing in Fig. 4.14 (a) for the various rotational speeds is identical, while the other
spacings Fig. 4.14 (b-g) all show some variation in them. The 4000 RPM rotational speed
for 5 to 25 thou spacings tends to be less performant compared to the other rotational
speeds. A Tesla pump’s operation is similar to a centrifugal pump, the same dimensionless
relationships are used; it is expected that, for each disk pack’s spacing, there would be one
characteristic curve for all rotational speeds as long as the flow regime remains similar
between the disks. According to Table 4.3, the flow in the Tesla pump tends to be laminar
rather than turbulent, unlike for the centrifugal pump example in Fig 4.13.
Figures 4.14 (b-g) suggest that for this Tesla pump, that the flow regime is similar to a
certain degree, but not perfectly since the dimensionless pump curve to not collapse
perfectly onto each other.
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Figure 4.13. Head coefficient as a function of the flow coefficient for centrifugal pump, for
1200 to 2000 RPM, with corresponding Reynolds numbers, 410,000 to 680,000. (Timár,
2005)
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Figure 4.14. Head vs. capacity coefficient, rotational speed comparison, for (a) 1 thou, (b) 3
thou, (c) 5 thou, (d) 10 thou, (e) 15 thou, (f) 20 thou, (g) 25 thou.

In order to make a reasonable comparison of this work to other studies, the dimensionless
parameters were used to calculate the mechanical (

) or the disk pack/rotor efficiency,

), which includes the motor electrical to

rather than the overall pump efficiency (

mechanical efficiency. All the efficiencies shown in this section will be higher due to the
motor’s efficiency of 64% not contributing to the analysis. The pump’s efficiency vs.
capacity coefficient as a function of the disk pack spacing is show in Fig 4.15, for all four
rotation speeds.
Figure 4.16 shows the pump efficiency as a function of the capacity coefficient for the
different disk pack gap spacings by combining all the data irrespective of the pump
rotational speed in a way similar to Fig. 1.5 in Chapter 1. Fig. 4.15 clearly show that the
5 thou spacing is the most efficient. The efficiency curves are not complete compared to
other studies such as Darby et al. (1987) (Fig 1.5); not showing the downward trend at
higher flow rate. The error bars in Fig 4.16 are not shown to due to the number of data
points and the cluttering of the graph.
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Figure 4.15. Capacity coefficient vs. Pump Efficiency, (a) 2500 RPM, (b) 3000 RPM, (c)
3600 RPM, and (d) 4000 RPM spacing comparison.
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Figure 4.16. Characteristic Curve for Rotor Efficiency vs. Capacity coefficient, spacing
comparison.

4.2.4 Study Comparison
As mentioned in the literature review of Chapter 1, the study performed by
Darby et al. (1987) is similar to that of the work performed in this thesis, albeit using larger
disks in their Tesla pump. Hasinger and Kerht (1963) is another similar study, although
that the disk pack/rotor design is different. Table 4.5 shows the differences between these
three studies, including the work presented in this thesis. There are both geometrical and
rotational speed differences between these studies.
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Table 4.5. Darby et al. study and the prototype pump dimensional and parameter
comparison.

(Darby et al., 1987)
Diameter

14 in (35 cm)

Thickness

0.149 in (0.378 cm)

(Hasinger &
Kehrt, 1963)
4 in (10.6 cm)
0.005 in
(0.0127 cm)

Prototype pump
1.38 in (3.5 cm)
0.0315 in (0.80 cm)
0.001 in (0.0254 mm),
0.003 in (0.0752 mm),
0.005 in (0.0127 cm),
0.010 in (0.0254 cm),
0.015 in (0.0381 cm),
0.020 in(0.0508 cm),
0.025 in (0.0635cm)
7.24×10-4, 3.62×10-3,
7.25×10-3, 0.0109,
0.0145, 0.0181

Gap (varies)

0.136 in (0.345 cm),
0.330 in (0.838 cm),
0.689 in (1.75 cm),
1.527 in (3.88 cm)

0.0053 in
(0.0135 cm)

Gap/Diameter ratio

9.71×10-3 , 0.0236,
0.0492, 0.109

1.33×10-3

Rotational Speeds

300 to 2750 RPM

2400 to 5090
RPM

2500 to 4000RPM

11, 8, 5, 3 disks

174 disks

27, 26, 20, 18, 16, 15
disks

30 %

65%

5.6%

0.09

1.8

0.165

0.006

0.1

0.0015

5 bolts

N/A

3 bolts

Number of disks
(corresponds to given
gap spacing’s)
Maximum Disk Pack
Efficiency
Maximum Head
Coefficient
Maximum Capacity
Coefficient
Disk Pack Fastening

In Darby et al., the size of the disks (diameter and thickness) is larger, and the rotational
speed was less than the prototype pump study performed here. This affects both the
dimensionless coefficients and specific speed. The maximum capacity coefficient for
Darby et al.’s study was approximately 0.006, and the maximum head coefficient was 0.09
(Darby et al., 1987), while the prototype study performed in this thesis obtained capacity
and head coefficients of 0.0015 and 0.165, respectively. It is clear that this study produced
larger values of dimensionless pump head, yet obtaining lower capacity coefficients than
Darby et al.’s pump. The variable that has caused the largest differences between these
studies would likely be the rotational speed and larger disk diameter.
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In the other study, by Hasinger and Kehrt (1963), the design of the pump was different in
that the disks are at an angle from the entrance/shaft and are more cone shaped than flat,
which is shown in Fig. 1.3. The purpose of such a design was to utilize mixed and axial
flow to create lower inlet velocities but yet higher inlet flow rates (Hasinger & Kehrt,
1963). This was to prevent cavitation at the entrance and therefore inside the pump as well.
This design is not of a traditional Tesla pump; however, the results are interesting. Capacity
and pressure coefficients of 0.1 and 1.8 where obtained, respectively.
The pump efficiency for this prototype pump study is significantly less than that found by
Darby et al. This study obtained a maximum efficiency of 5.6%, where Darby et al.
obtained around 30%. With the altered disk pack design, Hassinger and Kehrt obtained
higher pump efficiencies of up to 65%. This suggests that Hasinger and Kehrt’s disk pack
design could be an improvement of the conventional Tesla pump. Both of the studies used
a larger disk diameter which increases the surface area and in turn the performance of the
pump. Therefore, it would be beneficial to look at lower rotational speeds and possibly
larger disk pack spacings.
Darby et al. had the largest gap to disk radius ratio (d/D); however Hasinger and Kehrt’s
pump produced the highest head and capacity coefficients with a gap to diameter ratio less
than Darby et al. It is difficult to compare Darby et al., and Hasinger and Kehrt disk
gap/diameter ratio when Hasinger and Kehrt’s rotor design is different. However, due to
efficiency and flow rates obtained by Darby et al. compared to the prototype pump used in
this work, it may be ideal test a larger disk diameter and gap spacings.
Another factor contributing to the large difference in efficiency is suspected to be caused
by the casing design, specifically the inlet and outlet. The Tesla turbine studies from
Chapter 1 suggest that the inlet design is also important for performance. Air trapped
between the disks and obstructing flow could be a factor as well, however it appears that
most of the air that could have been trapped in the pump was bleed out before actual testing
was done.
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The method of fastening the disks together was similar between Darby et al. and this
prototype pump, in that they both used bolts which passed through all of the disks. Darby
et al. used five bolts where the prototype pump uses three. The method of using bolts to
fasten the disks together blocks a portion of the flow between the disks. Since Darby et al.
did not depict how the five bolts where placed through the disks in their system, a
quantitative comparison cannot be made. However, it can be deduced that using five bolts
would obstruct the flow more compare to three, where the three bolts for the prototype
pump produce up to 28% blockage as calculated earlier.

4.3 Propylene Glycol Mixture Testing
A PG-water mixture of 40/60 weight percent was used to study the effects of viscosity on
the prototype Tesla pump performance. The glycol/water mixture was used since it is
readily available and typically used as a heat transfer fluid. Only four of the disk pack
spacings were tested with the PG-water mixture: 5, 10, 15 and 20 thou along with three
rotational speeds: 2500, 3000, and 3600 RPM. The 4000 RPM rotational speed was not
performed with the PGM due to a lack of consistency in which the motor could sustain that
speed. Essentially, the load on the motor was too great for the pump to reach and sustain
the 4000 RPM speed.
Table 4.6 compares the density and viscosity of water, PG and the PG-water mixture. The
pump would not run with pure PG, since the motor could not handle the increased load.

Table 4.6. Comparing density and viscosity of water, PG and the PG-water mixture. Data
from (The Dow Chemical Company, 2016)

water

PG

PG-water mix

Density (kg/m3)

998

1040

1032

Viscosity (cp)

0.89

42

4.5
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The boundary layer thickness and Reynolds numbers for the PG-water mixture are shown
in Table 4.7. These boundary layer thicknesses are again calculated for the full radius of
the disk. From Table 4.7, the Reynolds numbers are less than those for water (Table 4.2)
due to the increased viscosity. The boundary layer thicknesses for the PG-water mixture
under the laminar flow regime are larger than that of water, while the turbulent thicknesses
for the PG-water mixture are less than that for water. This is due to the different properties
of the PG-water mixture compared to just water. For a more viscous fluid there would be
more resistance to any forces applied to the fluid compared to that of a less viscous fluid,
therefore a laminar boundary layer would be thicker since it would be more difficult to
accelerate the fluid. For a turbulent boundary layer, it would become difficult for it to
expand like that for water due the increased resistance of the fluid. The testing performed
was assumed to be laminar flow, according to the Reynolds numbers, in Table 4.7, which
are less than the critical rotational Reynolds number (2×105.)

Table 4.7 Rotational Reynolds number and boundary layer thickness for turbulent and
laminar flow, for the PG-water mixture.
RPM

Laminar- BL
thickness ( thou)

Turbulent- BL
thickness (inch)

2500

3.30×104

20.5

2.58

3000

3.96×104

18.8

2.49

3600

4.76×104

17.1

2.40

Table 4.8 shows the Reynolds numbers assuming internal flow between the disks, for the
rotational speeds and gap spacings tested for the PG-water mixture. The Reynolds numbers
are larger than that for the water, however are still laminar.
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Table 4.8. Internal Flow Reynolds numbers for the various gap spacing’s and rotational
speed (PG-water mixture).

Reynolds number
RPM/Gap
Spacing

5 thou

10 thou

15 thou

20 thou

2500

129.2

258.5

387.7

516.9

3000

155.1

310.2

465.3

620.3

3600

186.1

372.2

558.3

744.4

4.3.1 Impact of Pump’s Rotational Speed
Figures 4.17 (a) to 4.20 (a) show the head vs flow rate curves for various spacings showing
the effects of rotational speed. The overall effect of rotational speed with the PG-water
mixture produce similar trends to that of the water testing; however, the resulting flow rates
are slightly less and the pump head is larger. The maximum flow rate obtained for
PG-water was 1.23 L/min and the pump head 3.22 m for the 15 thou operating at
3600 RPM (Fig 4.19 (a)), while for water the maximum flow rate was 1.45 L/min and
pump head was 2.8 m. When comparing the 3600 RPM rotational speed to the rest (2500
and 3000 RPM) in Figs. 4.18 (a) to 4.20 (a), the difference in performance due to rotational
speed is more significant. The 15 thou spacing at the highest rotational speed tested is the
most performant spacing for the PG-water mixture as well as for water.
The effects of rotational speed on the pump efficiency for the PG-water mixture at various
spacings are shown in Figs. 4.17 (b) to 4.20 (b). The efficiencies for the PG-water mixture
runs are less than that for water, where the maximum efficiency obtained was 2.54%
(2500 RPM, 20 thou) and for water was 3.58 % (4000 RPM, 5 thou). Since, the working
fluid is more viscous, more energy is needed to overcome the shear stresses to accelerate
the working fluid.
For the smallest spacing of 5 thou, in Fig 4.17 (b), the differences between the three
rotational speeds are almost negligible. For Figs. 4.18 (b) to 4.20 (b), the slowest rotational
speed (2500 RPM) is the most efficient, which is due to better utilization of energy
compared to the higher rotational speeds.
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Figure 4.17. PG-water 5 thou (a) Head and (b) Efficiency vs. flow rate.
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Figure 4.18. PG-water, 10 thou (a) Head and (b) Efficiency vs. flow rate.
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Figure 4.19. PG-water, 15 thou (a) Head and (b) Efficiency vs. flow rate.
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Figure 4.20. PG-water, 20 thou, (a) Head and (b) Efficiency vs. flow rate.
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4.3.2 Effect of Disk Pack Spacing
Figures 4.21 (a) to 4.23 (a) show head vs. flow rate plots for the various rotational speeds
comparing different disk pack spacings for the PG-water mixture. The 15 thou spacing
appears to be the most performant spacing, producing the highest pump head and capacity
within the measurement error. The 20 thou spacing in Fig. 4.21 (a) for 2500 RPM does
appear to be just as performant as the 15 thou. However, as the rotational speed increases
the 20 thou spacing becomes less performant compared to the 15 thou as shown in
Figs. 4.22 (a) and 4.23 (a), for 3000 and 3600 RPM respectively. The minimum laminar
boundary layer thickness from Table 4.7 is 17.1 thou for 3600 RPM. Therefore, fully
developed flow is occurring between the disks since the boundary layer thickness is larger
than half a gap spacing. For the water tests, the performance of the 15 thou spacing was
closer to the other spacings compared to tests with the PG-water mixture. There is a similar
trend where the 15 thou spacing is still the most performant between the water and PGwater tests. The increased viscosity tends to produce a larger observable difference between
the spacings compared to that observed from water.
The efficiency vs. flow rate when comparing the various disk pack spacings for various
rotational speeds is shown in Figs. 4.21 (b) to 4.23 (b). The trends for the PG-water mixture
are different than those found in section 4.2.2 for the water tests. Figures 4.21 (b) to
4.23 (b) show that the 15 thou spacing is the most efficient spacing within the measurement
error, while 5 thou is the least effective. This could be due to the increased viscosity
compared to water which renders the 5 thou spacing to narrow for proper flow of the more
viscous PG-water mixture (increasing the force needed to accelerate the fluid). As for the
20 thou spacing, the difference in efficiency from the 15 thou spacing would be due to the
increased surface area compared to the 20 thou spacing.
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Figure 4.21. PG-water, 2500 RPM (a) Head and (b) Efficiency vs. flow rate.
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Figure 4.22. PG-water, 3000 RPM (a) Head and (b) Efficiency vs. flow rate.
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Figure 4.23. PG-water, 3600 RPM (a) Head and (b) Efficiency vs. flow rate.
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4.3.3 Non-Dimensional Rotational speed
Figure 4.24 compares the water and PG-water head and flow coefficients for the various
disk pack spacings, with regards to the effect of rotational speed. This is similar to what
was presented in section 4.2.3, where the rotational speed should not play a factor and a
characteristic curve should appear if the flow regime is similar between all the tests and
disk pack configurations. Figure 4.24 (c), 15 thou spacing, the PG-water mixture obtains
higher head and capacity coefficients than water, further suggesting that 15 thou is an ideal
spacing. In Fig. 4.24, for the PG-water mixture, as the spacing increases, the head and
capacity coefficients improve compared to water. The slope of the characteristic curve (or
line in this case) for the PG-water mixture when compared to water are steeper, at least in
Figs. 4.24 (b) to (d). This is due to the effect of the increased viscosity compared to water,
where there is a steep drop in capacity and head coefficients.
In Fig 4.24 (a), for the 5 thou spacing, there is considerable variations between expected
trends. For the 5 thou spacing, this huge variation could be due to a couple of factors, where
one is air becoming trapped within the disk pack and the other being that the nature of the
flow is different for each rotational speed. The other spacings show a reasonable agreement
with regards to a characteristic curve, negating the effect of rotational speed on the head
and capacity coefficients.
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Figure 4.24. PGM, head vs. flow rate, rotational speed comparison for (a) 5 thou, (b) 10
thou, (c) 15 thou, (d) 20 thou.
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4.4 Vibration Tests
The vibration tests were done under the two vibrational frequencies, 500 and 2000 Hz, as
well as under no vibration for comparison. It is important to note that these tests were done
with the pump sitting slightly below the flow meter and pressure sensor. This height was
minimized, however, the height difference still effects the results. Therefore, when
compared to the other water runs in section 4.2, these runs will produce less pump head
and capacity. The results presented here will show the effect of vibration frequency on the
pump and determine if cavitation is induced.
Figures 4.25 (a) and 4.28 (a), show the effects of two frequencies on the head and flow rate
of the prototype pump for the 3600 RPM motor speed. There is little to no difference in
pump head and flow rate due to various vibrational frequencies. Suggesting that cavitation
is not induced, otherwise there would be large differences between the vibration and nonvibration runs.
Figures 4.25 (b) to 4.28 (b), shows the efficiency vs. flow rate for the vibration and nonvibration runs. The 20 thou spacing results, Fig. 4.28 (b), show the most deviation from the
non-vibration runs, compared to the other spacings. The 5 thou spacing has the least
deviation from the non-vibration run. Figs. 4.27 (b) and 4.28 (b), the 10 and 15 thou
spacings do deviate from the non-vibration runs, however there is no clear trend suggesting
this is likely due to experimental or human error.
In theory, the boundary layer can be affected by vibration (Cengel & Cimbala, 2010).
However, it should only effect when the transition from laminar to turbulent flow occurs.
Since the flow regime is clearly laminar, a transition to turbulence is not expected to occur
yet. Regardless, if transitional flow was induced the flow would still become fully
developed. It was expected that vibration would not significantly impact the performance
of the pump, and has been shown not to according to Figs. 4.25 to 4.28. The vibration also
was found to help remove the air trapped in the disk pack, which has been shown in
Hasinger and Kehrt to impact performance.
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Figure 4.25. 5 thou, (a) Head and (b) Efficiency vs. flow rate, effect of vibration frequency.
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Figure 4.26. 10 thou, (a) Head and (b) Efficiency vs. flow rate, effect of vibration frequency.
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Figure 4.27. 15 thou, (a) Head and (b) Efficiency vs. flow rate, effect of vibration frequency.
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Figure 4.28. 20 thou, (a) Head and (b) Efficiency vs. flow rate, effect of vibration frequency.
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4.5 Conclusion
This chapter presented the experimental results obtained when testing with water, PGwater mixture, and under vibration. It was as rotational speed increases, the pump produces
higher head and flow rates. The efficiency for the higher rotational speeds was less
compared to the lower speeds, where the lower speeds have better energy utilization
compared to the higher speeds. The 15 thou spacing has been shown to be the most
effective; however, was not the most efficient spacing for the water tests. The 25 thou
spacing would allow for a laminar boundary layer to fit on either side in the gap between
the disks, which would be at 4000 RPM for water. Since, the boundary layer thicknesses
are generally larger than half of the gap spacing, this suggests that fully developed flow
was occurring between the disks. The 15 thou spacing was the most performant compared
to the other spacings since this was the spacing where fully developed flow occurs and
possesses a slightly larger surface area than the 20 and 25 thou spacings.
An increase in the boundary layer thickness was observed for the PG-water mixture due to
the increased viscosity compared to water. The increase in the thickness of the boundary
layers was due to the increased resistance to forces applied to the fluid. The increased
viscosity highlighted the effectiveness of the 15 thou disk pack spacing with regards to
performance and efficiency.
The effect of vibration on a Tesla pump was shown to make little to no difference and
cavitation was not induced. The difference between the vibration and non-vibration runs
was contributed to experimental error.
The non-dimensional analysis for the head and capacity coefficients was shown to produce
a characteristic curve for the Tesla pump. This was similar to what occurs for a centrifugal
pump, and since a Tesla pump operates similarly, a characteristic curve for the prototype
pump was expected. For the Tesla pump tested in this work, the characteristic curve was
obtained for a laminar flow regime.
From section 4.2.4, presenting the comparison of Hasinger and Kehrt, Darby et al., and this
thesis results, several ideas for improving the performance of the prototype pump where
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determined. The largest problem with the performance of the prototype Tesla pump was
its efficiency, which was considerably lower than the other studies. The prototype pump
reached a maximum efficiency of 5.6%, where Darby et al. obtained 30% and Hasinger
and Kehrt obtained efficiencies up to 65%. Air bubbles becoming trapped between the
disks was mentioned to be an issue with regards to Tesla pump performance by Hasinger
and Kehrt, and was likely a factor contributing to the lower efficiencies. It is recommended
that a larger disk pack spacings and diameters be tried for the prototype pump, along with
slower rotational speeds. The volute and casing design for the prototype pump was
expected to be a major factor contributing to the decreased efficiency compared to the other
studies. The impact of changes to the volute design has not been analysed in this MASc
project.
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Chapter 5 Computational Fluid Dynamics
A working numerical model of the Tesla pump developed during this research work and
preliminary simulation results are presented here. The results from various steps of the
model’s production are compared to experimental data to validate the simulation as it was
gradually improved. The working full size model is not an exact reproduction of the pump
and disk pack, however is a good representation of the pump system. Section 5.1 describes
the process the geometry and mesh went through to obtain the full size model. A brief
description of how the simulation in CFX was set up is presented in section 5.2 and contains
a visual analysis of selected simulations and results comparing the experimental and
simulation results.

5.1 Geometry and Mesh
ANSYS 15.0, with the CFX module, a fluid dynamics computational program, was used
to set up the pump simulation. The geometry was built in Solidworks and imported to
ANSYS, where the simulation was then set up.

5.1.1 Geometry
A simplified model was first built to verify assumptions made for the simulation, after
which the model was gradually improved. The very first model consisted of one disk within
a cylindrical shaped volute, with outlet and inlet tubes, such as that shown in Fig. 5.1. The
disk(s) in the simulations are empty space which has been removed from the rest of the
model, since only the fluid domains are modeled. Figure 5.2 shows the one disk geometry
with the realistic volute.
A four disk model with an improved volute design is shown in Fig. 5.3. It contains an
isometric view and a cross sectional view showing the disks. The brown cylinder within
the main volute is a rotating boundary; this was the method used to simulate the rotation
of the disks.
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Figure 5.1. Original 1 disk volute with hidden rotating boundary.

Figure 5.2. 1 disk model with realistic volute design. (left) Isometric and (right) cross section
view.
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Figure 5.3. Four disk volute geometry for the Tesla pumps simulation (left) isometric view,
(right) cross section.

Figure 5.4 shows the 10 disk geometry for the 20 thou spacing. The 10 disk model has the
realistic volute which will be used for the full sized disk packs. Figures 5.5 and 5.6 show
the full size disk pack geometry for the 20 and 15 thou spacings, respectively. A cross
sectional view of the full size disk packs, which was zoomed in on the disks for 15 and
20 thou are shown in Figs. 5.7 and 5.8. There are 15 disks in the 20 thou disk pack and 16
in the 15 thou, only a one disk difference.

Figure 5.4. 10 disk, 20 thou spacing with Realistic volute design. (left) Isometric and (right)
a cross section of the disks.
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Figure 5.5. Full size disk pack, realistic volute of the 20 thou spacing (15 disks) Tesla pump
model. (left) Isometric and (right) a cross section of the disks.

Figure 5.6. Full Size disk pack, realistic volute for the 15 thou spacing (16 disks) Tesla pump
model. (left) Isometric and (right) a cross section of the disks.
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Figure 5.7. 15 thou spacing 16 disk, full size disk pack.

Figure 5.8. 20 thou spacing 15 disk, full size disk pack.

The four disk and ten disk models were used to ensure the simulation was functioning as
expected as more disks were added. It was then altered gradually to have a realistic volute
design and contain more disks. The diameter and thickness of the disks were made to be
representative to that of the prototype pump, 3.5 cm in diameter and 0.79 mm thick. The
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disks where centered within the volute and made concentric to the inlet, as they are in the
prototype pump. The outlet and inlet tubes were 8 mm in diameter and the length of the
exit and entrance tubing was 30 cm from the volute. The thickness of the volute could be
easily altered to contain the corresponding number of disks , and maintain the specified
following spacings between the volute, rotating boundary and disk pack. The total space
between the volute and disks was 1.5 mm on either side of the disk pack. The space between
the volute and the rotating boundary was 0.5 mm and between the disks and the rotating
boundary was 1 mm on either side. Therefore, the total width of the model will depend on
the disk gap spacing and the number of disks. The width of the outlet of the scroll is
adjusted to accommodate the cylindrical outlet. These dimensions were used for all
simulations, except for the ones containing one disk, where 4.6 mm where allowed on
either side of the disks. The space between the volute and rotating boundary was 1 mm,
and 3.6 mm between the disk and rotating boundary for the one disk realistic volute. This
was because a 10 mm thick volute was necessary for the 8 mm outlet tube to fit.

5.1.2 Mesh
Figure 5.9 shows the mesh for the 1 disk realistic volute model, while Fig. 5.10 provides a
zoomed in view of the mesh around the disk. The inflation layer can be seen around the
single disk in both Figs. 5.9 (right) and 5.10.

Figure 5.9. 1 disk, real volute mesh. (left) Isometric view and (right) and cross section.
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Figure 5.10. One disk realistic volute cross section view zoomed in on the disks.

Figure 5.11 shows the mesh for the 10 disk, 15 thou spacing realistic volute model. Figure
5.12 is a zoomed in view of the mesh around the 10 disk 15 thou disk pack.

Figure 5.11. 10 disk, 20 thou spacing mesh. (left) full and (right) cross sectional view.
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Figure 5.12. 10 disk, 20 thou spacing realistic volute cross section zoomed in on the disks.

The 20 thou and 15 thou full size models are shown in Figs. 5.13 and 5.14, respectively.
The mesh around the disk packs for the 20 and 15 thou spacings for the full size models
are shown in Figs. 5.15 and 5.16, respectively.

Figure 5.13. Full size, 20 thou spacing realistic volute mesh. (left) full view and (right) cross
sectional view.
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Figure 5.14. Full size 15 thou spacing realistic volute mesh. (left) full view and (right) cross
sectional view.

Figure 5.15. Full size disk pack 20 thou, realistic volute cross section zoomed in on the disks.
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Figure 5.16. Full Size 15 thou spacing, realistic volute cross section zoomed in on the disks.

Table 5.1 displays the node and element counts for the various simulation models presented
in this section. The original 1 disk model element and node count was similar to the real
volute 1 disk model presented in Figs. 5.2 and 5.9 and therefore was not shown here. When
meshing the models, there were a few problems with models that contained more than one
disk. For a one disk simulation, it could be meshed so that the boundary layer around the
disk could be better observed. However, it was very difficult to get an inflation layer
between disks and still keep the number of elements manageable. There was a sudden
increase observed in the amount of elements and nodes between the 20 and 15 thou full
size spacing models. The smaller two spacings, 5 and 10 thou, which were originally to be
modeled were not simulated. The other simulations were expected to still produce
reasonable results, however may not produce boundary layers that could be observed. For
the single disk simulations, it took 3 or more hours to run the simulation and the full size
disk packs, up to 3 days. This was done on a Dell Precision T1600 with an Intel Xeon CPU
E31245 at 3.30 GHz and 16 GB of memory. A mesh study was not performed since the
simulations were already lengthy and this was not part of the project. The main purpose of
this project was to determine if the prototype pump could be modeled and if it could
produce physical results.
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Table 5.1. Nodes and element counts for the various simulation models.

Mesh Model

Nodes

Elements

1 disk Real Volute

293,198

970,290

10 disk, 20 thou spacing,
Real Volute.

1,834,709

8,696,046

Full Size disk pack, 20
thou spacing, Real Volute.

2,303,938

10,950,979

Full Size disk pack. 15
thou spacing, Real Volute.

3,746,224

17,690,606

The one disk simulation used the Advanced Size Function setting of Proximity and
Curvature and used inflation layers around the disk. The settings for the inflation layer are
shown in Fig. 5.17, where first layer thickness was selected and set to 3×10 -3 mm with a
maximum of 25 layers.

Figure 5.17. One disk inflation layer mesh set up.
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Figure 5.18 shows an example (15 thou full size disk pack) of the typical settings for the
mesh in the disk pack models. The first Automatic Method under Mesh is for the outer
volute casing, while the second mesh method was used for the rotating boundary and thus
the disks. No inflation layers were implemented around the disks due to issues getting it to
work within the small spaces and in order to keep the number of elements down.

Figure 5.18.Typical mesh set up for the 10 full size disk packs.
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5.2 Simulation
The domains and boundaries are set up in CFX according to Fig. 5.19 where the setup was
similar for every model. The boundary conditions and inputs where from experimental
data, where two different inlet/outlet conditions were compared. The first method used
conservation of mass, with the mass flow rate in set to be equal to the mass flow rate out.
For the second method, the mass flow rate was set at the inlet and the pressure at the outlet
was set to zero, since the pressure difference between the inlet and outlet was going to be
used for analysis. The rotational speed of the rotating boundary was set in radians per
second, and the results presented in this thesis are for 3000 RPM (314.16 rad/sec). The
frame change/mixing model for the interface between the rotating domain and volute was
set to frozen rotor, and according to Fig. 5.19, was called “Default Fluid Fluid Interface”.
Two flow rates from the experimental data were selected as input for the simulations from
the corresponding data sets and are presented in Table 5.2. The flow rates selected from
the experimental data was the middle value and the highest flow rate from each data set.
Table 5.2 Mass flow rates used for each model, where results are shown.

Model
Real Volute

Corresponding mass flow
rates tested (kg/s)

One disk

7.67×10-3 kg/s

10 disk, 20 thou
spacing

0.01987 kg/s, 7.67×10-3 kg/s

Full size 20 thou
spacing

0.01987 kg/s, 7.67×10-3 kg/s

Full size 15 thou
spacing

0.02008 kg/s, 0.01408 kg/s

For both the Casing and Rotating domains, the heat transfer option was set to ‘none’, and
the turbulence model was set to Shear Stress Transport (SST); although it has been
determined from the Re number calculations that the flow would more likely be laminar,
the SST model was used to capture any early appearance of transition to turbulence. The
walls and disk surfaces were set to no slip smooth walls, which was the default setting. The
simulation was then allowed to run for a 1000 iterations or until the convergence criteria
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was met, this was kept at the default value of 1×10 -4 RMS for everything. An average of
the data across a line at the center of the inlet and outlet tubes where taken as the local
pressure values in CFX post processing. One hundred data points along the line was
averaged, and the difference between the inlet and outlet calculated to obtain the pump
head.

Figure 5.19. Domain list 20 thou for simulation set up.

5.3 Results
The results of the single, 10 disks and full size simulations for the realistic volute design
are shown in this section. Only one of the rotational speeds (3000 RPM) was used in the
study. The one disk simulation results are shown in section 5.3.1. The difference between
the local pressure at the inlet and outlet from the simulation where converted to pump head,
where these results are compared to the corresponding experimental values. Contours of
the velocity and pressure around the disks were also analysed and are presented in section
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5.3.2. Finally, a brief conclusion of the findings, with regards to the CFD work is presented
in section 5.4.

5.3.1 One Disk Simulation
The very first model consisted of one disk realistic volute. Figures 5.20 and 5.21 show the
velocity profile for the one disk simulation with the realistic volute shape where a boundary
layer can be observed. Figure 5.21 is a zoomed in version of Fig. 5.20 to better show the
boundary layer. The boundary layer from Fig. 5.21 is approximately 8 thou (0.2 mm) thick
near the end of the disk, which is smaller than that obtained in Chapter 4 for both laminar
and turbulent boundary layers. The hole in the center of the disk causes the boundary layer
to start to form similar to that on a flat (stationary) plate. Since this is a shrouded ring
shaped disk, the boundary layer may not form similar to a full rotating disk in an infinite
fluid. However, it should be laminar according to the Re number calculation with a
thickness having an order of magnitude of 12 thou.

Figure 5.20. Real volute single disk, velocity contour plot.
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Figure 5.21. Zoomed in velocity profile for the one disk realistic volute simulation.

Figures 5.22 and 5.23 show the pressure contour plots, again with a boundary layer similar
to what is observed in the velocity contours. The pressure contour plot in Fig 5.23 shows
that the pressure has increased from the inlet to the outlet. Near the edge of the disk the
pressure is less than its surroundings, and increases further away from the disk. The fluid
within the boundary layer is being pushed outwards from the center of the disk creating a
low pressure area and from this motion the pressure is increased further away from the
disk; which is what a pump should be doing. The largest pressure drop along the disk from
Fig. 5.23 is approximately 11 kPa where the vaporization pressure of water at room
temperature (21○C) is approximately 2.4 kPa. This indicates that cavitation is not going to
occur, since the pressure drop, from atmosphere, does not reach the pressure of
vaporization at room temperature.
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Figure 5.22. One disk real volute pressure contour plot.

Figure 5.23. One disk real volute pressure contour plot zoomed in version.
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5.3.2 Results for the Disk Pack Simulations
The results comparing the disk pack simulations at 3000 RPM, using the flow rates
presented in Table 5.3, are presented in this section. Starting with the velocity and pressure
contours for the highest flow rates, to show what is going on within each model for the two
spacings. This is followed by comparing the pressure difference across the pump to
experimentally obtained values, also comparing the two flow rates.
Table 5.3. Flow rates used for the various simulations models presented in section 5.3.2.

Model
Real Volute

Corresponding mass flow
rates tested (kg/s)

10 disk, 20 thou
spacing

0.01987, 7.67×10-3

Full size 20 thou
spacing

0.01987, 7.67×10-3

Full size 15 thou
spacing

0.02008, 0.01408

Figure 5.24 shows the local pressure contour plot for the highest flow rate and a disk pack
spacing of 20 thou, for the 10 disks simulation. Figure 5.25 shows the velocity contour plot
for the same case. The rotational domain can be easily seen in Figs. 5.24 and 5.25. The
velocity can be observed to be increasing along the length of the disk, similar to a real life
pump.
The local pressure contour plot for the 15 thou full size disk pack with 16 disks is shown
in Fig. 5.26, while the velocity profile is shown in Fig. 5.27. The pressure and velocity
contour plots for the 20 thou full size disk pack is shown in Figs. 5.28 and 5.29,
respectively. The combination of the pressure and velocity profile, Figs. 5.24 to 5.29,
shows that the simulated rotation of the disks is accelerating the working fluid as it is drawn
in and pushed out of the pump.
There are some anomalies in the flow pattern which can be observed for all the simulations
such as to the left near the rotating boundary in Fig 5.25, there are spots where the fluid
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appears to be nearly stagnant. This is expected to be due to the quality of the mesh and not
meeting the convergence criteria.

Figure 5.24. 10 disk 20 thou, 3000RPM, real volute design local pressure profile side view
for 0.01987 kg/s.
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Figure 5.25. 10 disk 20 thou, 3000RPM real volute design, cross section velocity profile in
direction of rotation 0.01987 kg/s.

Figure 5.26. Full size disk pack, 15 thou spacing pressure contour plot for 0.02008 kg/s.
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Figure 5.27. Full size disk pack, 15 thou spacing velocity profile for 0.02008 kg/s.

Figure 5.28. Full sized disk pack, 20 thou spacing pressure contour plot for 0.01987 kg/s.
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Figure 5.29. Full sized disk pack, 20 thou spacing velocity contour plot 0.01987 kg/s.

When looking at the velocity contours in Fig 5.30, the area between the disks close to the
center appears to display boundary layers. There are still areas in the middle of the space
between the disks where the fluid is not moving. The area of stagnation (dark blue) between
the disks eventually disappears, suggesting the boundary layers are combining and
developing into fully developed flow. This is suspected to occur based off the boundary
layer thickness calculated in Chapter 4, Table 4.1. However, due to the mesh quality, the
development of the boundary layers near the center edge of the disk is not clear or observed
consistently.
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Figure 5.30. Zoomed in velocity contour for the 10 disk, 20 thou spacing.

Figure 5.31 shows the velocity contour plot in the y-direction for the 10 disk, 20 thou
model. It looks similar to the overall velocity contour plot in Fig. 5.20, where the fluid is
accelerating along the disk. The difference from the left to the right velocity is due to the
simulated rotation of the disks, where the left side has a positive magnitude of velocity and
the right is negative. Figure 5.32 shows the velocity contour for the same simulation in the
x-direction, where there is little difference in the velocity along the disk, although the
magnitude of x-velocities are smaller than the y ones. This suggests that the velocity is
dominated by the rotation of the disk (y-direction).
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Figure 5.31. 10 disk 20 thou, velocity contour in the y direction.

Figure 5.32. 10 disk 20 thou, velocity contour for the x direction.
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Two different types of boundary conditions were tested. Method 1 assumed the inlet and
outlet flow rates were equal. Method 2 assumed that the pressure out was equal to zero,
while providing a mass flow rate in. This was done at 3000RPM for the 3 disk pack models
at the two different flow rates as presented in Table 5.3.
Table 5.4, provides results for the 10 disk simulations for 20 thou, at 3000RPM, for the
two boundary conditions. From Table 5.4, the different boundary conditions did not
significantly impact the results, with percent differences of 0.1 % and 0.04 %. Therefore,
either set of boundary conditions may be used, especially since the data used (mass flow
rates) were the same in both cases.
For the 10 disk model there is two thirds of a full disk pack, where a full disk pack is 15
disks. The difference between two thirds of the experimental value and the simulation
results is 31% and 40 % difference. This is reasonable for a first attempt at a working
simulation of a Tesla pump, since it is on the same scale as the experimental data.
Table 5.4. Ten disk real volute design, 20 thou spacing results, 3000RPM.

%
2/3
Difference Experimen
between
tal value
boundary
of Head
conditions
(m)

Experimental
Mass Flow
Rate (kg/s)

Method 1
head (m)

Method 2
head (m)

% Diff for
2/3 Exp.
and Sim.

0.01987

0.6581

0.6574

0.11 %

0.901

31%

0.00767

0.8165

0.8162

0.03 %

0.544

40%

Table 5.5 presents the data obtained from the simulation for the 20 thou disk pack at
3000 RPM. In Table 5.5, the difference between the simulation and experimental data is
57% and 58% for the two flow rates selected. Compared to the 10 disk simulation results
from Table 5.4, the full disk pack simulation produces higher values of pump head. The
increase in pump head from the 10 to 15 disk simulations is due to the increase in surface
area; confirming that the simulation is working as expected since there is slightly more
surface area for energy exchange (mechanical to hydraulic) to occur. The fact that surface
area is impacting the performance of the pump in the simulation is promising.
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Table 5.5. Full Size Disk Pack (15 disk), 20 thou spacing simulation results, 3000RPM.

Experimental Mass
Flow Rate (kg/s)

Mass flow rate in=out
resulting head (m)

Experimental head
value (m)

%
difference

0.01987

0.7499

1.3520

57 %

0.00767

0.9791

1.7744

58 %

Additionally, the results for the 15 thou disk pack with 16 disks is shown in Table 5.6. The
difference between the simulation and experimental head is 41% and 44 % for the full size
15 thou simulation. The percent difference for the 15 thou full size disk pack is less than
that of the 20 thou at 57% and 58% (Table 5.5).
Due to the simulation using the input from the experimental runs, it is expected that the
same sort of trends and patterns will occur between disk pack spacings.

The 15%

difference between the 20 and 15 thou full disk pack simulation results could suggest that
the 15 thou spacing is more effective than 20 thou, similar to what was found in
Chapter 4. However, simulations for the other spacings would be necessary to confirm this,
as well as a mesh independence study and better convergence during the simulations.
Table 5.6, Full Size Disk pack, 15 thou (16 disks) spacing simulation results 3000RPM.

Experimental Mass
Flow Rate (kg/s)

Mass flow rate in=out
resulting head (m)

Experimental head
value (m)

%
difference

0.02008

0.8969

1.3591

41 %

0.01408

1.0134

1.5879

44 %

5.4 Conclusion
The work done in attempting to simulate the prototype Tesla pump produced relatively
reasonable results in that the results compared reasonably to the experimental data.
However, there is more work needed to improve the simulation such that it could be used
for design analysis. Firstly, a mesh independence study needs to be performed and the
issues with meshing between the disks need to be addressed. The set residual Root Mean
Square (RMS) error value was not always being met and the typical values of residual RMS
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obtained were on the order of 10-3 for 1000 iterations. Therefore, the simulation may not
have always converged fully to this set criterion. It is recommended that a mesh
independence study be performed, and each simulation be ran and properly monitored to
know if it has truly converged. It is important to note that the purpose of this part of the
study was to investigate if a working simulation of the prototype pump would produce
similar results to the experimental study.
The one disk simulation produced a turbulent boundary layer, which was likely due to the
turbulence model selected. Both the velocity and pressure contour plots for the disk pack
simulations showed increasing velocity. The velocity contour plots for the disk pack
simulations showed the boundary layer formation at the center edge of the disks, similar to
the formation of fully developed flow between flat plates. For the full sized disk pack
simulations for 15 and 20 thou, the 15 thou spacing was found to be more effective than
the 20 thou. However, this may partly be due to using experimental flow rates as input
variables to the simulations. For the 15 thou simulation the difference from experimental
and the simulation pump head values was approximately 15% less, suggesting that 15 thou
is more effective. Overall, the simulation produces results similar to the experimental
results obtained from the prototype pump; however, work still needs to be done to improve
the quality of the simulation.
Suggestions for further work would include running the simulations under laminar flow
physics, since the experimental analysis suggests the flow is laminar. A pump curve could
be produced with flow rates as input and pump head as the output, after the improvements
are made to the simulation. The pump curves produced could then be used to further
analyse the performance of the prototype Tesla pump with various volute designs or disk
packs.
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Chapter 6 Conclusion
The work presented here helps to further understand how a Tesla pump works, through
studying it under varying operational conditions. Various motor speeds and disk pack
spacings were tested with the possibility of determining optimal operational parameters.
The same testing was performed utilizing a more viscous working fluid, propylene glycol
water mixture, to analyze the effects of viscosity. A study of the effects of vibration
frequency was also performed. In addition, a CFD model of the pump was made that
compared to experimental data to be used in the future to look at the impact of different
casing geometries.
The prototype pump testing rig included an electromagnetic flow meter, a differential
pressure sensor, discharge valve, motor control, reservoir, and a DAQ with relevant
modules. A stand where the rig equipment could be fastened to was created and a clear
acyclic pump casing was machined. The clear casing was to observe the disk pack and air
bubbles within the pump, this did help in the removal of air bubbles within the casing.
Chapter 4 presented the experimental results for the testing of the prototype pump with
water, PG-water mixture and under vibration. The 15 thou spacing has been shown to be
the most performant; however, was not the most efficient spacing for the water tests. The
15 thou spacing is the most performant compared to the 20 or 25 thou spacings, due to
possessing a slightly larger surface area in comparison. The boundary layer thicknesses are
generally larger than half of the gap spacing which points to the fact that fully developed
flow occurs between the disks. The PG-water mixture highlighted the effectiveness of the
15 thou spacing and obtained the highest efficiencies out of the other four spacings tested.
An increase in the boundary layer thickness was observed for the PG-water due to the
increased viscosity compared to water.
As the rotational speed increases, the pump produces higher head and flow rates. The
efficiency for the higher rotational speeds was less compared to the lower speeds, where
the lower speeds better utilize energy compared to the higher rotational speeds.
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The effect of vibration on a Tesla pump was shown to make little to no difference, which
indicates that cavitation was not induced due to vibrations. Any difference between the
vibration and non-vibration runs was more than likely the results of experimental error.
The non-dimensional analysis for the head and capacity coefficients has shown to produce
a characteristic curve for the Tesla pump. This is similar to what occurs for a centrifugal
pump, and since a Tesla pump operates similarly, a characteristic curve for the prototype
pump for each spacing was observed for laminar flow.
From visual analysis of the CFD results for the one disk simulation, a boundary layer of
approximately the same laminar thickness was produced. Both the velocity for the disk
pack simulations showed increasing velocity along the disks as well as the merging of the
boundary layer into a fully development flow profile. The preliminary results from the CFD
study compared reasonably with the experimental data, however more work is needed
improve the simulation and confirm findings.

6.1 Recommendations
From the comparison of Hasinger and Kehrt, Darby et al., and this thesis results, several
ideas for improving the performance of the prototype pump where determined. The largest
problem with the performance of the prototype Tesla pump was its efficiency, which was
considerably lower than the other studies. The prototype pump reached a maximum rotor
efficiency of 5.6%, where Darby et al. obtained 30 % and Hasinger and Kehrt obtained
efficiencies up to 65%. The difference in efficiency is expected to be due in large part to
the volute design. Therefore, it is suggested that the volute design be improved, possibly
by using the findings from the Tesla turbine studies presented in Chapter 1, section 1.1.4.
It is also recommended that larger diameters be analysed for the prototype pump, along
with slower rotational speeds based on what was observed from the study comparison.
The literature review indicated that the volute design, especially the inlet and outlet could
affect Tesla pump performance. This was the main purpose of developing a CFD model,
to test different volute designs in the future. The work done in attempting to simulate the
prototype Tesla pump, produced relatively reasonable results; however, more work is
134

required to improve the simulation and to validate these results.

Firstly, a mesh

independence study needs to be performed, and the issues with the mesh between the disks
need to be addressed. The set residual Root Mean Square (RMS) error value was not always
being met during the simulations, therefore the simulation may not have always converged.
It is recommended to confirm that the simulation has converged, possibly by trying
different boundary conditions which would not cause convergence issues and running the
simulations for a larger number of iterations. Suggestions for further work would include
running the simulations under laminar flow physics, since the flow within the pump has
been determined to be laminar. Pump curves could later be produced from the numerical
study and used in further analyse of the prototype Tesla pump.
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Appendix B: LabVIEW Information
Figure 3.21, shows the block diagram from LabVIEW used for the pressure and flow rate
data acquisition. In each DAQ assistant in Fig. 3.21, a conversion factor was used to
convert the incoming signal to more meaningful units, such as pressure and flow rate. The
top box in Fig 3.21 is for the pressure sensor, and the formula box contains the conversion
factor (which is discussed later). The bottom box is for the flow meter where the conversion
factor of 0.25233 is input directly into the DAQ assistant box.
Starting with the 5 psi pressure sensor, for 10V DC the output voltage should be 50 mV or
5 mV/V. The 15 psi range pressure sensor for 10V DC should be 100 mV, or 10 mV/V.
Since 8.1 V is used for excitation, the manufacturer’s calibration has to be converted
according to this voltage. For the 5 psi range, the full range of sensor output is 40.5 mV,
leading to 8.1 mV/psi. For the 15 psi range, 81 mV is the full range, leading to 5.4 mV/psi.
This value needed to be converted next to a factor so that it could be input into LabVIEW,
which is reading a voltage from the pressure sensor.
The flow meter’s conversion factor was obtained experimentally using the average
frequency output from the flow meter and volume of water, over a minute. The flow meter
produces a certain number of pulses per gallon, which for this particular model of flow
meter (FMG91-PVDF) was 15000 pulse/gallon.
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Figure B.1 Screen shot of the schematic of the data acquisition program in LabVIEW.
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